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Abstract

Optical experiments reveal the fact that real laser pulses have random fluctuations in their amplitude and phase that crucially affect pulse evolution. Statistical optics considers the random nature of light to give a more realistic description of laser pulses behavior.

Generation of ultrashort pulses, operating at frequencies close to internal transition frequencies of medium atoms, motivated the growing interest in studying on-resonance light-matter interactions. Moreover, there exist optical phenomena that only occur at optical resonance. Thus, near resonance light-matter interactions are of great importance.

In this dissertation, statistical properties of ultrashort pulses propagating in different linear and nonlinear media near optical resonance is studied. Various partially coherent pulses are simulated and effects of initial statistical properties of pulses on their propagation in resonant absorbing and amplifying media are explored. The research performed throughout this thesis leads to following results.

1- Various classes of ultrashort self-similar partially coherent pulses are explored along with closed form expressions for their correlation functions. Also, the evolution of coherence properties of pulses upon their short-distance and long-distance propagation is investigated.

2- Generic partially coherent pulses are simulated and their global and local correlation properties upon propagation in resonant linear absorber media are studied. The evolution of the coherence functions of pulses shows that partially coherent pulses are strongly affected by the medium regarding to their coherence levels. A correlation area theorem is also derived to describe global correlation properties of stochastic pulses propagating in such media.

3- Evolution of small-area pulse coherence properties, propagating in linear amplifiers near optical resonance, is studied. Our simulation results reveal that more coherent pulses are amplified more effectively by the medium than are their less coherent counterparts.

4- Propagation of partially coherent pulses in resonant, inhomogenously broadened nonlinear media is simulated. Stochastic pulses of different coherence levels are generated to investigate effects of initial properties of pulses on their long-term evolution. We also provide evidence of self-induced transparency phenomena and soliton formation for relatively coherent pulses. Also, evolution of the coherence functions reveal that low-coherence pulses lose their coherence level upon propagation faster than do highly coherent pulses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preface

In this thesis, we focus on resonant interactions of partially coherent pulses and matter. This chapter starts with an introduction to the general theme of our thesis. Then, thesis objectives, contributions, and organization are presented.

1.2 Thesis Theme

The invention of lasers in the late 1950s led to a revolution in the field of optics and its applications [1]. Improvements in the generation of short and high intensity laser pulses resulted in the development of nonlinear optics. Short pulses are being increasingly used in various aspects of science and technology due to their special characteristics such as broad bandwidth, low absorption rate, high peak power, and short duration [2, 3].

The laser technology, initiated by the invention of ruby lasers [4] and continued by the development of semiconductor lasers, led to the formation of short and high intensity pulses in the optical regime [5]. Laser technology has improved to the point that short pulse generation with time duration at femto or even atto-second is now possible. Femtosecond pulses can be generated by the method of passive mode-locking of semiconductor lasers, as with Titanium:Sapphire (Ti:Sa) Lasers [6, 7]. Such ultrashort pulses have a wide range of applications to the optical communication technology [8]. The invention of attosecond pulses is also expected to lead to new insights in describing the electron-scale responses of the medium [9, 10].

The generation of ultrashort pulses, able to operate at optical frequencies, has led to growing interest in the investigation of resonant light-matter interactions. Resonance occurs when a pulse carrier frequency coincides with a particular optical resonance frequency of the medium. The importance of resonance phenomena arises from the fact that there are many significant optical phenomena that occur only near optical resonance, for instance,
enhanced absorption, amplification and self-induced transparency effects. The latter leads to self-similar pulse propagation and soliton formation [11]. Examples of resonant media include dilute atomic vapors, filling the cells of hollow-core photonic crystal fibers, solids with doped impurity atoms, and semiconductor quantum dots [12]. Throughout this thesis, our research focuses on resonant and near resonant regimes of pulse propagation in the medium, and the two-level atom approximation is used to describe the characteristics of light-matter interactions [11, 13].

In most applications of light-matter interactions, optical pulses are generally assumed to be fully deterministic (coherent). However, experimental evidence reveals that pulses are intrinsically stochastic (partially coherent) objects and often cannot be accurately described in purely deterministic terms [14, 15]. In fact, realistic lasers generate pulses that have random fluctuations in their time duration amplitude and phase. These fluctuations are of great importance and should be taken into account in simulation of realistic optical systems. The importance of investigating statistical properties of ultrashort pulses arises from the crucial impact of noise on the efficiency of optical communication systems [16]. Optical coherence theory studies optical phenomena as stochastic processes and considers pulses to be partially coherent. Although accurate simulation and prediction of noisy pulse characteristics is not achievable, their averages and correlations can be described by statistical functions. These mathematical tools also enable us to simulate random pulses with various noise levels or different coherence levels.

In optical systems, partially coherent pulses have a wide range of applications such as image processing [17], optical biopsy [18], optical coherence tomography [19, 20], and production of light pulses with controlled coherence [14, 21–23]. In contrast to the common belief that fully coherent pulses are more applicable, there exist applications in which partially coherent pulses are preferable. For instance, in optical lithography [24–27], the randomness of light improves the resolution of an imaging system. This improvement confirms the importance of having a tool for measuring, characterizing, and generating partially coherent pulses.

The description of optical fields with the help of coherence theory was initiated by Wolf for stationary [1, 14, 15] fields and then extended to non-stationary [28–33] cases in both space time and space frequency domains. To date, extensive studies have been done on modeling and characterizing various realistic partially coherent sources [34–44],
along with the stochastic pulses produced by such sources [45–50]. Moreover, different representations of partially coherent pulses [51–57] have been advanced, together with measuring and defining their coherence properties [58–64]. Additionally, various theoretical approaches have been presented to simulate the coherence functions upon propagation in optical fibers [65–69], different linear [70–74] and nonlinear [75–81] dispersive media far away from any internal resonances.

Even though the propagation of partially coherent pulses in various linear and nonlinear media has been explored, no study has yet, to the best of our knowledge, investigated the coherence properties of stochastic pulses on propagation near optical resonances. Therefore, explorations into the near resonance behavior of stochastic pulses are of great importance.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

Our overarching goal throughout this thesis is to explore statistical properties of ultrashort pulses propagating in different linear and nonlinear media in the vicinity of an optical resonance. More specifically, the objectives of this study are summarized as follows:

1. We aim to explore the possibility of observing self-similar evolution of partially coherent pulses in resonant absorber media.

2. We propose to investigate temporal evolution of generic partially coherent pulses in resonant linear absorbers.

3. We intend to examine coherence properties of small-area, intrinsically stationary pulses upon their propagation in amplifying media in the vicinity of an optical resonance.

4. We plan to explore possible effect of the initial coherence level of pulses on their reshaping and amplifying ratio as the pulses propagate into the amplifying medium.

5. Our aim is to numerically study the evolution of an ensemble of short stochastic pulses in inhomogenously broadened resonant nonlinear media.

6. We plan to investigate influence of the initial coherence state of pulses on variations of their mutual intensities and degree of coherence upon propagation in resonant nonlinear media.
7. We intend to study the possibility of observing self-induced transparency phenomena and random phase soliton formation for partially coherent pulses.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

This thesis explores resonant interactions of partially coherent short pulses with matter. Gaussian-Schell model pulses are employed as a generic model to simulate realistic partially coherent pulses in both space-time and space-frequency domains. Resonant absorbers and amplifiers are utilized as the host media, and the evolution of coherence properties of stochastic pulses with respect to their initial coherence level is investigated upon propagation. Quantum mechanical Bloch equations together, with the classical Maxwell wave equations, are employed to explore the response of near resonant atoms to the applied stochastic field. Also, characteristics of the propagated partially coherent pulses through various resonant media are studied and discussed using statistical functions.

The research performed throughout this thesis is divided into four distinct phases which are published as journal papers [82–85]. Contributions of each research phase is summarized as follows:

1. Various classes of ultrashort self-similar partially coherent pulses are explored. Closed form expressions for correlation functions are found to describe second-order statistical properties of such pulses. Also, the evolution of coherence properties of pulses upon their short-distance and long-distance propagation is investigated.

2. Generic partially coherent pulses are simulated and their global and local correlation properties upon propagation in resonant absorber media are studied. The evolution of the intensity and degree of coherence of pulses shows that partially coherent pulses are strongly affected by the medium with regard to their coherence level. A correlation area theorem is also derived to describe global correlation properties of generic partially coherent pulses propagating in such media.

3. The evolution of small-area pulse coherence properties, propagating in coherent linear amplifiers in the vicinity of optical resonance, is studied. Our simulation results reveal that the coherence level of pulses increases upon propagation in resonant amplifying media. Calculating the energy gain factor of output pulses shows that more
coherent pulses are amplified more effectively by the medium than are their less coher-ent counterparts.

4. A Monte Carlo method is applied to simulate propagation of partially coherent pulses in resonant, inhomogenously broadened nonlinear media. Stochastic sample pulses of different coherence levels and initial areas are generated at the source to investigate effects of initial properties of pulses on their long-term evolution. We also provide evidence of self-induced transparency phenomena and soliton formation for relatively coherent, large-area pulses. Also, examining the evolution of the averaged intensity and degree of coherence reveal that low-coherence pulses lose their coherence level upon propagation faster than do highly coherent pulses.

1.5 Thesis Organization

This dissertation is in a paper-based format and is composed of a brief introduction to the physical concepts of the theories used throughout the thesis along with the results of our research as published journal papers.

Chapter 1 presents the introduction to a general theme of this research, along with the objectives and contributions. The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 briefly reviews the theory of optical coherence and its basic concepts. Fundamental stochastic pulse models, along with their mathematical correlation functions used throughout this thesis, are also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 3 discusses some background theories on the physics of resonant light-matter interactions. In this chapter, the two-level atom theory and its governing equations are concisely reviewed.

In Chapter 4, propagation of partially coherent ultrashort pulses through homogeneously broadened absorber media under exact resonance conditions is explored. Furthermore, several classes of ultrashort partially coherent pulses with self-similar evolution in resonant media are presented.

In Chapter 5, partially coherent pulses are simulated and the evolution of their intensity profile and degree of coherence passing through resonant absorbers is explored. Moreover, a pulse area correlation theorem is derived.
In chapter 6 we explore the second-order statistical properties of partially coherent small-area pulses propagating in linear amplifying media close to optical resonance. Evolution of coherence properties of the stochastic pulses over their propagation in the amplifying medium are also investigated in this chapter.

Chapter 7 presents a numerical study of ultrashort partially coherent pulse propagation in nonlinear media near optical resonance. This novel approach investigates the role of the initial coherence level of the source pulses in transformation of their correlation functions. Moreover, the evolution of partially coherent pulses, having rather small and large areas in inhomogenously broadened resonant nonlinear media, is simulated. The possibility of observing self-induced transparency phenomena and soliton formation is also explored.

Chapter 8 provides a brief summary of the main results of this thesis along with suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Optical Coherence Theory

Optical fields, generated by realistic light sources, are random functions of time and position. The randomness of the field arises from either fluctuations of light sources or the medium through which the light travels. In our studies throughout the thesis, the characteristics of the medium are assumed to be fully deterministic, while optical fields are considered statistical. Neglecting the stochastic behavior of light could result in unrealistic predictions for light properties. Optical coherence theory studies stochastic behavior of light based on statistical theory using the correlation functions. The actual magnitude of stochastic pulse fields are random at any specific point in time and space. Therefore, statistical quantities such as averages and correlations are employed by the optical coherence theory to describe the random pulse magnitude and phase behavior.

The aim of this chapter is to briefly describe general concepts of statistical optics and its governing equations. In addition, several model sources of partially coherent pulses and their experimental generation methods are concisely reviewed.

2.1 Random Processes, Stationarity and Ergodicity

Assume \( U(t) \) is an arbitrary random process where \( U \) is a stochastic function of time \( t \). A general description of the random process cannot be achieved without using statistical average functions. The average or expectation of the random process \( U \) at a specific time \( t \) can be defined as [1]

\[
\langle U(t) \rangle = \lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{r=1}^{N} U^r,
\]

(2.1)

where \( \{U^r\} \) corresponds to a set or ensemble of all possible realizations of the random process. The angle brackets denote ensemble averaging. Averaging over a time interval \( T \), when \( T \to \infty \), is known as time average of the random process,

\[
\bar{U} = \lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_{t+T/2}^{t-T/2} U^r(t')dt'.
\]

(2.2)
If the probability density functional $P(U, t)$ of a random process does not depend on the time origin, or in other words, if the characteristics of fluctuations do not change over time, the process is referred to strictly stationary. More specifically, if the probability density is only a function of the time difference $\tau = t_1 - t_2$, then, the random process is referred to stationary in a wide sense. Thermal light, or the light emitted by light emitting diodes can be given as examples of statistically stationary fields [2, 3].

On the other hand, a random process is referred to non-stationary if the probability density function depends on time instants $t_1$ and $t_2$. A good example of non-stationary processes are pulses generated by mode-locked lasers with random variations from pulse to pulse [4].

Another key characteristic of a random process is ergodicity. A stochastic process is called ergodic if each ensemble realization contains all of the statistical information of the whole ensemble. In ergodic processes, time averages of each realization (Eq 2.2) are equal to the ensemble average. If a random process is both stationary and ergodic, then the entire realization of the process is approximately similar and only differs in detail [1, 4].

Generally, to extract information about higher-order correlations of a random process, the knowledge of higher order probability density functions is required. However, Gaussian random processes are an exception to this. Based on a Gaussian moment theorem, second-order statistical functions in a Gaussian random process include all the information about higher order correlations [1, 4].

### 2.2 Correlation Functions

The lowest-order statistical properties of random optical fields are mathematically described using second-order correlation functions. These functions enable us to determine the degree of spatial and temporal coherence of random fields. Temporal coherence defines the ability of random light to interfere with a time delayed version of itself, while spatial coherence deals with spatially shifted field realizations. Throughout this thesis, we restrict ourselves to the plane-wave pulses and study temporal coherence that describes correlations of stochastic fields in time.

The mutual coherence function, being one of the most widely used statistical functions, specifies correlations of an ensemble of stochastic fields $\{U(t, z)\}$ at two time instants $t_1$
and $t_2$ in a plane $z = \text{const}$, transverse to the pulse propagation direction [1, 4],

$$\Gamma(t_1, t_2, z) = \langle U^*(t_1, z)U(t_2, z) \rangle. \quad (2.3)$$

In Eq.(2.3), the asterisk represents complex conjugation and the angle brackets correspond to an average over all random field realizations $\{U(t, z)\}$. The pulse intensity, averaged over all random field realizations, is defined as

$$I(t, z) = \Gamma(t, t, z) = \langle |U(t, z)|^2 \rangle. \quad (2.4)$$

The normalized form of mutual coherence function, known as the complex degree of coherence, is another widely used function describing second-order coherence properties of random fields [1, 4],

$$\gamma(t_1, t_2, z) = \frac{\Gamma(t_1, t_2, z)}{\sqrt{I(t_1, z)I(t_2, z)}}. \quad (2.5)$$

The absolute value of the degree of coherence is such that $0 \leq |\gamma(t_1, t_2, z)| \leq 1$. The lower limit indicates no correlation between the fields at $(t_1, z)$ and $(t_2, z)$ positions, corresponding to an incoherent pulse. On the contrary, the upper limit refers to perfect correlation between the field realizations at specified spatio-temporal points which implies complete coherence. Any value of $|\gamma(t_1, t_2, z)|$ between zero and unity represents partially coherent fields. Most realistic optical fields belong to this class.

Using the Fourier transform technique, the space-time coherence properties of random fields can be converted to space-frequency domain as,

$$\hat{U}(\omega, z) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} U(t, z) \exp(i\omega t) dt. \quad (2.6)$$

The cross-spectral density function, which describes stochastic field $\hat{U}$ correlations at two angular frequencies $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ and position $z$, is defined as [1, 4],

$$W(\omega_1, \omega_2, z) = \langle \hat{U}^*(\omega_1, z)\hat{U}(\omega_2, z) \rangle. \quad (2.7)$$

Setting $\omega_1 = \omega_2 = \omega$ leads to the energy spectrum or spectral density function [5],

$$S(\omega, z) = W(\omega, \omega, z) = \langle |\hat{U}(\omega, z)|^2 \rangle. \quad (2.8)$$

The normalized cross-spectral density function or complex degree of spectral coherence can be defined as [1, 4]

$$\mu(\omega_1, \omega_2, z) = \frac{W(\omega_1, \omega_2, z)}{\sqrt{S(\omega_1, z)S(\omega_2, z)}}. \quad (2.9)$$
The complex degree of spectral coherence satisfies $0 \leq |\mu(\omega_1, \omega_2, z)| \leq 1$ condition in which the lower limit and the upper limit correspond to spectrally incoherent or fully coherent fields, respectively. Similar to the time domain, any value between zero and unity corresponds to spectrally partially coherent fields.

For non-stationary random optical fields, the temporal coherence properties can be related to the spectral coherence using the generalized Wiener-Khinchine theorem [1, 4, 5],

$$\Gamma(t_1, t_2, z) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \mathcal{W}(\omega_1, \omega_2, z) \exp[i(\omega_1 t_1 - \omega_2 t_2)] d\omega_1 d\omega_2$$

(2.10)

Coherence time $t_c$ represents the time interval over which coherence of the optical field can be maintained. If $t < t_c$, the fluctuating field is highly correlated to its time shifted version and the pulse is rather predictable. The limits $t_c \to 0$ and $t_c \to \infty$ correspond to an uncorrelated and a highly correlated random pulse, respectively. The distance that the random pulse passes during its coherence time is defined as coherence length $l_c = ct_c$. In the frequency domain, spectral coherence width $\Omega_c$ corresponds to an optical bandwidth over which random pulses are spectrally correlated.

Temporal coherence of light can be measured using a Michelson interferometer. As can be seen in Fig.(1.1), the source pulse is divided into two pulses using the beam splitter. The split portions of the original pulse travel to the mirrors and after having been reflected back, superimpose in the observation plane. One of the mirrors is movable to impart a path difference $\Delta l = c\Delta t$ for the traveling pulse. If the path difference $\Delta l$ is small enough, interference fringes will be formed in the observation plane. Fringe formation is a sign of temporal coherence between the pulses. By moving the adjustable mirror far enough, the fringe visibility vanishes which corresponds to uncorrelated pulses. In other words, $\Delta l$ exceeds the coherence length or likewise the coherence time of light. In fact, the coherence level of a light pulse can be characterized by examining its ability to form fringes with a delayed version of itself.

### 2.3 Representation of Partially Coherent Fields

Coherent pulses are preferable in many optical applications. However, there exist some applications in which partially correlated optical pulses are more convenient to use. For instance, in optical lithography techniques, partially coherent pulses are used because the
randomness of the light improves the resolution of lithography. Therefore, it is necessary to have mathematical tools and physical devices to generate stochastic pulses with a controlled level of coherence.

In previous sections, the importance of having a convenient mathematical tool to describe coherence properties of fluctuating fields is emphasized. In order to explore the statistical properties of partially coherent pulses, we also need to employ a particular stochastic pulse model.

Gaussian Schell-model (GSM) pulses with a Gaussian distribution of intensity and complex degree of coherence are one of the most widely used generic mathematical models representing partially coherent pulses [1, 7]. There exists a limited class of partially coherent pulse models which can be analytically propagated, including GSMs. This fact makes GSMs a convenient model to be applied in propagation algorithms. Using this model enables us to produce an entire class of partially coherent pulses with the same pulse width but quite different temporal coherence properties.

GSM not only is a convenient mathematical model but also can be simply generated in laboratories. The procedure is based on chopping pulses, emitted from statistically stationary sources, using a temporal modulator. The spectrum of the stationary source and the temporal modulator profile are assumed to be Gaussian. Coherence level and temporal duration of the generated GSM pulse is determined by coherence properties of the source and modulation time, respectively [8].
The mutual coherence function of GSM pulses at the source is given by [7],

\[
\Gamma_0(t_1, t_2) \propto \exp \left( -\frac{t_1^2 + t_2^2}{2t_p^2} \right) \exp \left[ -\frac{(t_1 - t_2)^2}{2t_c^2} \right].
\] (2.11)

The cross-spectral density can be expressed as

\[
W_0(\omega_1, \omega_2) \propto \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega_1 - \omega_2)^2t_p^2}{2} \right] \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega_1 + \omega_2)^2t_{eff}^2}{8} \right],
\] (2.12)

where

\[
\frac{1}{t_{eff}^2} = \frac{1}{t_c^2} + \frac{1}{4t_p^2}.
\] (2.13)

As it was mentioned before, \(t_p\) and \(t_c\) are the characteristic pulse width and coherence time, respectively.

### 2.4 Coherent-Mode Representation

Representing stochastic fields as a sum of fully coherent but mutually uncorrelated fields is a convenient method to describe partially coherent fields. This method was first introduced by Wolf [9] for scalar stationary fields. Later it was extended to the electromagnetic fields [10–13], and pulses [14–16].

The coherent mode representation method has become one of the most efficient methods for computational propagation of random fields. This arises from the fact that, in this approach, each mode is fully coherent, thus it can be propagated individually using any method of coherent propagation theory. The statistical properties of the propagated stochastic field are characterized by an ensemble of such mutually uncorrelated modes.

Mercer’s theorem [17] states that any Hermitian and non-negative definite, second-order correlation function can be represented as a converging series [1, 15]

\[
\Gamma(t_1, t_2) = \sum_n \lambda_n \psi_n^*(t_1) \psi_n(t_2).
\] (2.14)

Here \(\{\lambda_n\}\) and \(\{\psi_n(t)\}\) are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Fredholm integral equation [15],

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \Gamma(t_1, t_2) \psi_n(t_1) \, dt_1 = \lambda_n \psi_n(t_2).
\] (2.15)

It has been shown in [15] that the eigenvalues are real and nonnegative and eigenfunctions satisfy orthonormal condition as

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi_n^*(t) \psi_m(t) \, dt = \delta_{nm},
\] (2.16)
where $\delta_{nm}$ represents Kronecker’s delta symbol. According to Eq. (2.14), the mutual coherence function of each mode can be represented as

$$\Gamma_n(t_1, t_2) = \lambda_n \psi_n^*(t_1) \psi_n(t_2),$$

which means that modes are completely coherent and the degree of coherence of each mode equals to unity. It can be inferred from Eqs. (2.14)-(2.17) that, each given mode is fully deterministic and its second-order coherence properties can be described by Eq. (2.17). However, as the modes are mutually uncorrelated, the total field is fluctuating and varies for each realization. Coherent modes can be defined as natural oscillations of a partially coherent source. This method found to be useful in solving different problems in statistical optics such as wave propagation problems or simulation and formation of laser resonator modes [18–21].

To determine the modes of a partially coherent pulse at the source, Eq. (2.15) should be solved for the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a specific pulse model which is quite challenging. However, these explorations have been successfully done in [10, 12, 15] for Gaussian Schell-model pulses and analytical expressions have been derived for their eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. This makes GSM pulses very useful in verification of numerical propagation algorithms. In the space-frequency domain, the coherent mode representation can be simply derived using Eq. (2.10).

In this chapter the general theory of statistical optics and its mathematical description were concisely reviewed. Some model sources of partially coherent pulses and their experimental realizations were discussed.
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Chapter 3

Near Resonance Pulse Propagation Theory

The classical Lorentz theory has been developed to describe linear interactions of optical fields with media. The linear term refers to the case in which the input field is weak such that atomic nonlinearities are not excited. The Lorentz model characterizes optical phenomena based on dipole oscillations of the medium that arise in response to the applied electromagnetic field. This classical theory is still applicable to describe linear resonant and near resonant interactions without need for further modifications. However, in case of intense input fields that activate atomic nonlinearities, the classical model is incapable of describing the interactions accurately. In such cases the classical model needs to be dispensed with and quantum-mechanical theories should be applied [1].

3.1 Two-Level Atom Model

In this thesis, we are interested in resonant and near resonant interactions which can be explored by semiclassical Maxwell-Bloch equations which are a mix of classical Maxwell and quantum mechanical Bloch equations. Bloch equations are in charge of describing the response of the resonant atoms of the medium to the driving field. At the same time Maxwell equations are employed to explore propagation effects including absorption and amplification effects. In this chapter, we briefly review the near resonance pulse propagation theory and its governing equations.

Figure 3.1: Diagram of a two-level atom model

22
As is known, atoms of a gaseous medium have a set of discrete energy levels, however, the medium atom response to a near resonance driving field is described based on the two-level atom theory. Although, an atom with only two energy states is too ideal to exist, most of resonant atomic interactions occur in the two atomic states. This fact validates the two-level atom approximation. In the two-level atom theory, the atoms of a medium are considered to have two energy states, ground level and excited level. Resonance frequency $\omega_0$ is characterized by the difference between this two energy states. Fig.(3.1) illustrates the diagram of the two-level atom model in which, $e$ and $g$ represent excited level and ground level, respectively. Also, $\omega$ and $\Delta = (\omega - \omega_0)$ correspond to the carrier wave frequency and detuning between the frequencies. If $\Delta = 0$ the exact resonance condition occurs such that the carrier wave frequency coincides with the atomic resonance frequency [1]. Throughout this thesis either the exact resonance $\Delta = 0$ or near resonance $\Delta << \omega_0$ conditions considered in our numerical and analytical investigations.

Material response to a resonant driving field can be described using the so-called density matrix $\rho$ with the following elements [4, 5],

$$\rho(t) = \begin{bmatrix} \rho_{gg} & \rho_{ge} \\ \rho_{eg} & \rho_{ee} \end{bmatrix}$$

(3.1)

The diagonal elements of the matrix $\rho_{ee}$ and $\rho_{gg}$ define the atomic level population probabilities. On the other hand, the off-diagonals $\rho_{ge}$ and $\rho_{eg}$ are known as atomic coherences.

Optical Bloch equations are expressed in terms of density matrix elements. According to probability conservation, atoms of a medium are in either ground states or excited state, $\rho_{gg} + \rho_{ee} = 1$. Density matrix elements can be converted to Bloch coefficients defined as [1, 4],

$$u = \rho_{eg} + \rho_{ge},$$

(3.2)

$$v = i \left( \rho_{eg} - \rho_{ge} \right),$$

(3.3)

$$w = \rho_{ee} - \rho_{gg},$$

(3.4)

where $u$, $v$ and $w$ are atomic variables corresponding to atomic dipole moment matrix elements in phase and in quadrature with the driving field and, the atomic population inversion, respectively. The population inversion has an equilibrium value $w_{eq}$, which denotes
the value of atomic inversion in the absence of input field. Population inversion, \( w \), returns to its equilibrium value, \( w_{eq} \), after a time duration which corresponds to atomic population decay time or energy decay time \( T_{\|} \).

Time evolution of atomic variables in the absence of damping is governed by Bloch equations [1]

\[
\partial_t u = -\Delta v, \tag{3.5}
\]

\[
\partial_t v = \Delta u + \Omega w, \tag{3.6}
\]

\[
\partial_t w = -\Omega v. \tag{3.7}
\]

Here, \( \Delta = (\omega - \omega_0) \) is the detuning factor and \( \Omega = 2d_{eg} \varepsilon / \hbar \) corresponds to a Rabi frequency associated with the field envelope \( \varepsilon \). Optical Bloch equations cannot be described properly without considering relaxation processes. By assuming \( \sigma = u - iv \) as the dipole moment variable, the final form of Bloch equations can be expressed as [1]

\[
\partial_t \sigma = -\left( \frac{1}{T_{\perp}} + i\Delta \right) \sigma - i\Omega w, \tag{3.8}
\]

\[
\partial_t w = -\frac{1}{T_{\|}} (w - w_{eq}) - \frac{i}{2} \left( \Omega^* \sigma - \Omega \sigma^* \right). \tag{3.9}
\]

Here, \( w_{eq} \) denotes the equilibrium value of atomic inversion in the absence of input field. \( T_{\perp} \) and \( T_{\|} \) indicate atomic dipole (transverse) and atomic population (longitudinal) decay times that will be described shortly.

The wave propagation in one spatial direction can be derived using the Maxwell equations. The reduced wave equation based on the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA) is given by [1]

\[
\partial_z \Omega = \frac{\omega N |d_{eg}|^2}{e \varepsilon_0 \hbar} \langle \sigma \rangle_\Delta. \tag{3.10}
\]

In Eq.(3.10), \( N \) and \( d_{eg} \) are the atom density and the dipole matrix element, respectively. The angle brackets indicate an average over detuning \( \Delta \), between the wave frequency \( \omega \) and atomic resonance frequency \( \omega_0 \). Eq.(3.10), combined with Bloch Eqs.(3.8)-(3.9), known as coupled Maxwell-Bloch equations, are employed to describe resonant light-matter interactions [4].
As mentioned before, if the intensity of the input field is rather weak then no atomic population inversion takes place. Such case corresponds to the atomic linear limit in which \( w = w_{eq} = \pm 1 \). As a consequence of the weak pulse assumption, time evolution of dipole moment Eq.(3.8) takes on a linearized form such that [6, 7]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \sigma = - \left( \frac{1}{T_\perp} + i\Delta \right) \sigma \pm i\Omega.
\] (3.11)

Here, \( w \approx w_{eq} = +1 \) indicates that all the atoms of a medium are in their excited state describing linear amplifiers. In contrast, whenever \( w \approx w_{eq} = -1 \), atoms are in their ground state which corresponds to linear absorbers.

As previously mentioned, classical Lorentz theory describes linear interaction of optical fields with the medium. When atoms of the medium are in their ground state, Lorentz’s classical model is in a quantitative agreement with the quantum-mechanical theory. Therefore, in case of linear absorbers, the classical Lorentz harmonic oscillator model, coupled with the Maxwell equations, can be safely used to describe light-matter interactions.

### 3.2 Homogenous and Inhomogeneous Broadening and Damping Times

In this section, the decay times associated with Bloch Eqs.(3.8)-(3.9) will be briefly discussed. The decay times \( T_\perp \) and \( T_\parallel \), describe the phase (transverse) and energy (longitudinal) relaxation, respectively. Since, atomic interaction processes could affect phase and energy relaxation rates individually, these times should be determined separately. For instance, some dissipative processes affect phase relaxation, but not atomic level populations. Generally, \( T_\perp < T_\parallel \) is the governing relation in real situations. The medium atom response to the driving field, in general, depends on both \( T_\parallel \) and \( T_\perp \). The governing relation between relaxation times is \([2, 4]\),

\[
\frac{1}{T_\perp} = \frac{1}{2T_\parallel} + \frac{1}{T^h_\perp},
\] (3.12)

which leads to the following inequality

\[
T_\perp \leq 2T_\parallel.
\] (3.13)

Here, \( T^h_\perp \) represents the homogenous broadening lifetime that will be described shortly.

The dipole oscillations of excited atoms decay after a limited time, due to a finite radiative lifetime. This phenomenon causes each atom of the medium to have a finite absorption
linewidth. There exist atomic interactions such as collisions that shorten the radiative lifetime and broaden the absorption linewidth. Collisional effects also lead to dephasing of dipole oscillations. Thus, the damping rate arising from collisions is also known as dephasing rate. Collisions affect all atoms of the medium homogenously. In other words, all atoms of the medium have identical absorption line profiles—in shape and width. The absorption line broadening associated with collisions is known as homogenous broadening with the corresponding width $\delta v_h$ and lifetime $T^h_\perp = 1/\delta v_h$ [4, 8].

![Figure 3.2: Illustration of homogenous and inhomogenous broadenings [1]](image)

On the other hand, there exist dissipative phenomena that affect atoms of the medium inhomogenously and shorten the dipole lifetime. In real systems, atoms of the medium could have various resonant frequencies. The most common reason of the distribution of resonant frequency is the Doppler effect in gases and impurities of the material in solids. In gases and atomic vapors, the Doppler effect arises from the fact that, atoms of the medium have different velocities. Hence, each atom of the medium observes the wave frequency $\omega$ in a shifted form $\omega' = \omega - kv$ according to its velocity $v$. Subsequently, atoms with various velocities have different individual detuning $\Delta$ from the resonant frequency $\omega_0$. The random distribution of detunings leads to an inhomogeneous broadening of the absorption linewidth [1]. Fig.(3.2) illustrates the concept of homogenous and inhomogeneous broadening.

Accounting for homogenous and inhomogenous broadening, leads to the following result [4]

$$\frac{1}{T_\perp} = \frac{1}{T^h_\perp} + \frac{1}{T^{in}_\perp}, \quad (3.14)$$

where $T^h_\perp$ and $T^{in}_\perp$ are homogenous and inhomogeneous broadening lifetimes, respectively. According to [4], the effective absorption lineshape of a material is affected by the ratio of homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths,

$$b = \sqrt{4 \ln2} \frac{\delta v_h}{\delta v^{in}}, \quad (3.15)$$
where, $\delta \nu_h = 1/T_{\perp}^h$ and $\delta \nu_{in} = 1/T_{\perp}^{in}$ are homogenous and inhomogeneous linewidths, respectively. Eq. (7.25) could lead to the two limiting cases. The first limit $\delta \nu_{in} \gg \delta \nu_h$, is known as the inhomogeneous broadening limit. In contrast, if $\delta \nu_h \gg \delta \nu_{in}$, the homogeneous broadening limit is reached such that the effective transverse decay rate is mostly influenced by collisions.

In this chapter the resonant light-matter interactions were briefly described and the two-level atom theory and semiclassical Maxwell-Bloch equations were reviewed. In addition, the relaxation processes affecting the response of the matter to the driving field were discussed.
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4.1 Abstract

We theoretically describe several classes of ultrashort partially coherent pulses that maintain their shape on propagation in coherent linear absorbers near optical resonance.

4.2 Introduction

The growing interest in the ultrafast optical communication systems [1] has motivated the recent surge of activity in the field of ultrafast statistical optics [2–12]. The progress was initiated by the pioneering work [2, 3] that extended the optical coherence theory of statistically stationary fields [13] to the non-stationary case.

To date, a good deal of attention has been paid to modeling realistic partially coherent sources [4, 5], the search for an adequate definition of statistical pulse spectrum [6] and for a measurable theory of random pulses [7] as well as the advancement of various statistical representations thereof [8–10]. Propagation properties of statistical pulses–especially the ones that maintain their temporal profile on propagation–have also been explored in linear [11, 12, 14] and nonlinear [15] dispersive media far from internal resonances. Although shape-invariant propagation of fully coherent ultrashort pulses in linear amplifiers and absorbers in the vicinity of an optical resonance has been recently examined [16, 17], the influence of statistical properties on pulse evolution has not yet been explored in the resonant case.

The objective of this work is to present explicit classes of partially coherent pulses that propagate in resonant linear absorbers without changing their shape. We show how such
pulses can be constructed from the previously discovered shape-invariant modes of resonant absorbers by extending the coherent-mode representation of optical coherence theory [18] to the case of statistical pulses in a manner similar to [19].

4.3 Partially Coherent Self-similar Pulses in Coherent Linear Absorbers

To set the stage, we examine small-area statistical pulse propagation in a homogeneously broadened resonant absorber under exact resonance condition: the pulse carrier frequency coincides with a resonant transition frequency of the medium atoms. A dilute atomic vapor filling a high-vacuum cell can serve as a physical realization of the medium. To eliminate inhomogeneous broadening, we assume the atomic velocities to be well collimated orthogonally to the input laser beam such that no Doppler broadening takes place.

To illustrate a typical experimental situation, we consider a dilute sodium vapor with the density $N \sim 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ at room temperature at the pressure of $P = 0.1 \text{ Torr}$, say. One can then estimate a characteristic spectral width due to collision broadening as $\delta \nu_c \sim 10^3 \text{ MHz}$ [20]. Assuming further that dipole relaxation is mainly due to collisions, we can estimate a typical dipole relaxation time, $T_\perp \sim \delta \nu_c^{-1} \sim 10^{-9} \text{ s}$. It follows that the linear absorption length of this system can be estimated as $L_A = \alpha^{-1} \sim 2 \text{ mm}$, where $\alpha = NT_\perp e^2/2\varepsilon_0 mc$ is a small-signal absorption coefficient. Thus, the proposed self-similar pulses can be realized with nanosecond small-area input pulses in a few-centimeter long cell filled with the homogeneously broadened dilute vapor.

Next, we recall that the system supports a class of fully coherent shape-invariant modes; the spectral profile of each mode is given by [17]

$$\tilde{E}_s(\omega, \zeta) \propto \left(\frac{\zeta_0}{2}\right)^s \frac{\alpha \zeta_0/2}{(1 - i\omega T_\perp)^{s+1}} \exp \left[ -\frac{\alpha (\zeta + \zeta_0)}{2(1 - i\omega T_\perp)} \right]. \quad (4.1)$$

Here $\alpha$ is a small-signal inverse absorption length, $T_\perp$ is an individual dipole relaxation time, and $\zeta_0$ determines the spectral mode profile at the source. Introducing dimensionless variables $\Omega = \omega T_\perp$ and $Z = \alpha \zeta$ and restricting ourselves to the integer index modes ($s = n$), we can rewrite the spectral field amplitude of each shape-invariant mode in the form

$$\tilde{E}_n(\Omega, Z) \propto \left(\frac{Z_0/2}{(1 - i\Omega)^{n+1}}\right) \exp \left[ -\frac{Z + Z_0}{2(1 - i\Omega)} \right]. \quad (4.2)$$

Any partially coherent shape-invariant pulse can be expressed as a linear superposition
In Eq. (4.3), the coefficients determine the statistics of the source viz.,

$$\langle C_n^* C_m \rangle = \lambda_n \delta_{mn},$$

where $\lambda_n \geq 0$ and the angle brackets indicate ensemble averaging. The second-order statistical properties of pulses in the spectral domain are described by the cross-spectral density distribution defined as

$$W(\Omega_1, \Omega_2, Z) = \langle \hat{E}^* (\Omega_1, Z) \hat{E} (\Omega_2, Z) \rangle.$$  

(4.5)

It follows from Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) that the cross-spectral density can then be expressed as a Mercer-type series in the form [18]

$$W(\Omega_1, \Omega_2, Z) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \lambda_n \hat{E}_n^* (\Omega_1, Z) \hat{E}_n (\Omega_2, Z).$$  

(4.6)

Although a multitude of partially coherent shape-invariant pulses can be represented by the expansion (4.6), closed-form results can only be obtained for a few classes of pulses. In the following sections we consider two such cases.

**Pulses with the power-law distribution of modal weights**

First, assume the modal weights $\{\lambda_n\}$’s have a power distribution:

$$\lambda_n = \mathcal{A} \lambda^{2n},$$

(4.7)

where $\mathcal{A} > 0$ is a normalization constant specifying the overall intensity of a partially coherent pulse, and $\lambda \geq 0$. It follows at once from Eqs. (4.2), (4.6), and (4.7) that the spectrum of the pulse, defined as $S(\Omega, Z) \equiv W(\Omega, \Omega, Z)$ [6], is

$$S(\Omega, Z) = \frac{\mathcal{A}}{(1 - \lambda^2 Z_0^2/4 + \Omega^2)} \exp \left[ -\frac{Z + Z_0}{1 + \Omega^2} \right].$$

(4.8)

Equation (4.8) corresponds to a physical pulse spectrum only if the constraint $0 \leq \lambda < 2/Z_0$ is imposed. The latter is rather stringent as it stipulates that $\lambda$ be fairly small for sufficiently large $Z_0$. Notice also that the spectrum (4.8) has the shape reminiscent of the zero-index mode spectrum $|\tilde{E}_0(\Omega, Z)|^2$ of Ref. [17], though its peak amplitude is scaled by the factor of $(1 - \lambda^2 Z_0^2/4)^{-1}$. 

of shape-invariant modes with random coefficients as

$$\hat{E} (\Omega, Z) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} C_n \tilde{E}_n (\Omega, Z).$$  

(4.3)
Further analysis reveals that the shape of the pulse spectrum depends on the magnitude of two parameters: $\lambda$ and $Z_0$. In particular, the pulse spectrum at the source can have either a hole, or a dip, or else a peak at the center, depending on $\lambda$ and $Z_0$. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 where the pulse spectrum evolution is displayed for three sets of parameters:

- (a) $\lambda = 0.1$, $Z_0 = 5$
- (b) $\lambda = 0.3$, $Z_0 = 3$
- (c) $\lambda = 10$, $Z_0 = 0.1$

Figure 4.1: Spectral amplitude of the pulse with the power-law modal weight distribution in arbitrary units. The parameters are (a) $\lambda = 0.1$, $Z_0 = 5$; (b) $\lambda = 0.3$, $Z_0 = 3$, and (c) $\lambda = 10$, $Z_0 = 0.1$.

Figure 4.2: Modulus of the spectral degree of coherence. The parameters are (a) $\lambda = 0.1$, $Z_0 = 5$ and (b) $\lambda = 10$, $Z_0 = 0.1$. 

Further analysis reveals that the shape of the pulse spectrum depends on the magnitude of two parameters: $\lambda$ and $Z_0$. In particular, the pulse spectrum at the source can have either a hole, or a dip, or else a peak at the center, depending on $\lambda$ and $Z_0$. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 where the pulse spectrum evolution is displayed for three sets of parameters:

- (a) $\lambda = 0.1$, $Z_0 = 5$
- (b) $\lambda = 0.3$, $Z_0 = 3$
- (c) $\lambda = 10$, $Z_0 = 0.1$
Coherence properties of the pulse are described by the spectral degree of coherence defined as [18]

\[ \mu(\Omega_1, \Omega_2, Z) = \frac{W(\Omega_1, \Omega_2, Z)}{\sqrt{S(\Omega_1, Z)} \sqrt{S(\Omega_2, Z)}}. \]  (4.9)

The latter can be worked out analytically, but the resulting expression is rather cumbersome. Instead, we exhibit the magnitude of the spectral degree of coherence in the source plane in Fig. 4.2 for two sets of parameters: (a) \( \lambda = 0.1, Z_0 = 5 \) and (b) \( \lambda = 10, Z_0 = 0.1 \). As is seen in the figure, the spectral coherence properties of the pulses are nonuniform and dependent on the values of parameters. To illustrate these points, we display in Fig. 4.3 \(|\mu|\) as a function of \( \Omega_1 \), say, for fixed \( \Omega_2 \). It is seen in the figure that the degree of coherence can have a local maximum or minimum at the center, \( \Omega_1 = 0 \), depending on the position of the other spectral point. The magnitudes of the maxima and minima depend on the values of the other parameters.

**Pulses with modal weight distributions decaying faster than the power-law**
Figure 4.4: Spectral amplitude of the pulse with $\lambda_n \propto \lambda^{2n} / (n!)^2$ in arbitrary units. The parameters are (a) $\lambda = 0.9$, $Z_0 = 0.1$; (b) $\lambda = 0.9$, $Z_0 = 15$; (c) $\lambda = 2$, $Z_0 = 0.1$, and (d) $\lambda = 2$, $Z_0 = 15$.

Next, we examine the following modal weight distribution,

$$\lambda_n = B \frac{\lambda^{2n}}{(n!)^2}, \quad (4.10)$$

$B$ being a positive normalization constant. It can be inferred from Eqs. (4.2), (4.6), and (4.10) using the representation for the zero-order modified Bessel function [21],

$$I_0(x) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(x/2)^{2n}}{(n!)^2}, \quad (4.11)$$

that the partially coherent pulse spectrum in the case takes the form

$$S(\Omega, Z) = \frac{B}{1 + \Omega^2} I_0 \left( \frac{\lambda Z_0}{\sqrt{1 + \Omega^2}} \right) \exp \left[ -\frac{Z + Z_0}{1 + \Omega^2} \right]. \quad (4.12)$$

We conclude by examining Eq. (4.12) that provided $\lambda < 1$, the spectral hole or dip presence at the pulse center in the source plane depends on the values of $\lambda$ and $Z_0$. However, unlike in the previously considered case, if $\lambda > 1$, there can be no spectral hole at the source.

We illustrate these observations by exhibiting the pulse spectrum of Eq. (4.12) in Fig. 4.4 for four sets of parameters: (a) $\lambda = 0.9$, $Z_0 = 0.1$; (b) $\lambda = 0.9$, $Z_0 = 15$; (c) $\lambda = 2$, $Z_0 = 0.1$, and (d) $\lambda = 2$, $Z_0 = 15$. It is seen by comparing Figs. 4.4 (a) and 4.4 (c) that for sufficiently small $Z_0 = 0.1$, there is a peak at the center in the source plane in both figures. At the same
time, as $Z_0$ increases to 15, say, a hole is formed at the center for $\lambda = 0.9 < 1$ as is seen in Fig. 4.4 (b). Yet, the pulse spectrum has a peak at the center for $\lambda = 2 > 1$ as shown in Fig. 4.4 (d). Our numerical simulations indicate that no matter how close the value of $\lambda$ approaches unity from the above, only a dip but not a hole can be formed at the center of the pulse spectrum.

In Fig. 4.5, we also present the corresponding spectral degree of coherence in the source plane for $Z_0 = 15$ with $\lambda = 0.9$ (left) and $\lambda = 2$ (right). Note that there is no constraint on the magnitude of $\lambda$ in Eq. (4.12) which makes this class of pulses wider than the previously considered one. On comparing Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.5, we observe that first, the spectral degree of coherence is rotationally symmetric in the former figure while the rotational
symmetry is broken in the latter. Second, we notice that the quantitative dependence of $|\mu|$ on the parameters is stronger for the second class of pulses than is for the first. To bring these points home, we exhibit in Fig. 4.6 the cross-sectional plot of $|\mu|$ for a couple fixed values of one of the frequencies, $\Omega_2 = -15$ in Fig. 4.6 (a) and $\Omega_2 = 0$, in Fig. 4.6 (b). On comparing Figs. 4.3 and 4.6, we can see that not only does the qualitative behavior of $|\mu|$ richer in Fig. 4.6, but pulse coherence properties can be tuned within a wider range for the second class of pulses than for the first one.

### 4.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have theoretically described several classes of partially coherent self-similar pulses. We found closed form expressions for two-time correlation functions fully describing second-order statistical properties of the pulses. We also explored coherence properties of the new pulses and shown that, in general, the pulse coherence properties are highly nonuniform across the their temporal profiles. The spectral profiles of the new pulses may have a spectral hole or a dip which can affect their short-distance evolution; however the long-term evolution is self-similar in either case.
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5.1 Abstract

We derive a complex area correlation theorem describing global second-order statistical properties of pulses propagating in coherent linear absorbers. We also illustrate temporal evolution of a generic partially coherent pulse in a coherent linear absorber by discussing the behavior of its temporal intensity profile and degree of coherence.

5.2 Introduction

As statistical properties of ultrashort pulses impose ultimate limits on the performance and accuracy of the state-of-art fiber-optical communication systems [1], there has been acute interest in exploring the evolution of statistical pulses in a variety of dispersive media that can serve as conduits for optical communications. In this context, the dynamics of partially coherent pulses in generic, weakly dispersive linear media was explored [3, 4]. More specifically, coherence and polarization properties of such pulses were discussed on their propagation in optical fibers [5, 6], and statistical properties of certain classes of partially coherent pulses propagating in linear and nonlinear dispersive media were examined and characterized in novel ways [7, 8].

More recently, the interest has arisen to statistical pulse propagation in resonant media. In particular, it was demonstrated that any asymmetric pulse with a sharp leading edge evolves toward a universal self-similar asymptotic shape on propagation in coherent linear amplifiers near optical resonance [9]. In coherent linear absorbers, on the other hand,
self-similarity can be generated only for specific—although rather wide—classes of input coherent [10] and partially coherent [11] pulses. The research to date, however, leaves unexplored the propagation properties of generic partially coherent pulses in resonant linear absorbers and amplifiers.

In this Letter, we examine global and local statistical properties of generic ultrashort pulses propagating in linear absorbers in a resonant regime. We demonstrate the existence of a novel theorem, the area correlation theorem, which governs the universal behavior of complex area correlations of any statistical pulse on propagation in a resonant linear absorber. We explain the physical significance of the theorem and relate it to the (generalized) area theorem known to determine the dynamics of coherent pulse area in such media. We also discuss the temporal intensity profile and degree of coherence evolution for Gaussian Schell-model pulses in coherent linear absorbers.

To begin, we examine small-area pulse propagation in a coherent absorber under near resonance condition: the pulse carrier frequency $\omega_c$ is tuned closely to a resonant transition frequency $\omega_0$ of the medium atoms. In the slowly-varying envelope approximation (SVEA), the pulse field $E(z,t)$ and atomic dipole moment $\sigma(z,t)$ can be shown to obey the classical Maxwell-Lorentz equations (MLE) [9, 12]

$\partial_\zeta \Omega = i\kappa \langle \sigma \rangle_\Delta,$

and

$\partial_\tau \sigma = -(\gamma_\perp + i\Delta)\sigma + i\Omega,$

which are written in the transformed variables: $\zeta = z$ and $\tau = t - z/c$. Here $\Delta = \omega_c - \omega_0$ is a detuning of the pulse carrier frequency from resonance and the angle brackets with the subscript “$\Delta$” denote averaging over the frequency detuning distribution $g(\Delta)$, defined as

$\langle \sigma \rangle_\Delta = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\Delta \sigma(\tau, \zeta; \Delta)g(\Delta).$ (5.3)

In Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) we introduced the field envelope in frequency units, $\Omega = -eE/2m\omega x_0$, where $x_0$ is an amplitude of the electron displacement from equilibrium, the inverse dipole relaxation rate $\gamma_\perp = 1/T_\perp$, where $T_\perp$ is a characteristic dipole moment relaxation time, and a coupling constant, $\kappa = N e^2/4\varepsilon_0 mc$. The coupled MLE can be solved using a Fourier transform technique, yielding the field envelope at any propagation distance in the form

$E(\tau, \zeta) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \tilde{E}_0(\omega) \exp[-i\omega \tau - \kappa R(\omega)\zeta].$ (5.4)
Here the spectral response function of the medium $\mathcal{R}$ and the spectral amplitude of the incident pulse are defined as

$$\mathcal{R}(\omega) = \left\langle \frac{1}{\gamma_\perp + i(\Delta - \omega)} \right\rangle_\Delta. \quad (5.5)$$

and

$$\tilde{E}_0(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \frac{2\pi}{\Delta} \mathcal{E}(t,0)e^{i\omega t}, \quad (5.6)$$

respectively.

Let us now consider an ensemble of statistical realizations of pulses $\{\mathcal{E}(\tau, \zeta)\}$. The second-order statistical properties of the ensemble are, in general, characterized by the two-time, two-distance correlation function, defined as

$$\Gamma(\tau_1, \zeta_1; \tau_2, \zeta_2) = \left\langle \mathcal{E}^*(\tau_1, \zeta_1)\mathcal{E}(\tau_2, \zeta_2) \right\rangle. \quad (5.7)$$

Here the angle brackets without subscripts denote pulse ensemble averaging. It follows at once from Eqs. (5.4) and (5.7) that

$$\Gamma(\tau_1, \zeta_1; \tau_2, \zeta_2) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega_1 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega_2 W_0(\omega_1, \omega_2)$$

$$\times e^{i(\omega_1 \tau_1 - \omega_2 \tau_2)} \exp\{-\kappa[\mathcal{R}^*(\omega_1)\zeta_1 + \mathcal{R}(\omega_2)\zeta_2]\}, \quad (5.8)$$

where $W_0(\omega_1, \omega_2)$ is the cross-spectral density at the source given by

$$W_0(\omega_1, \omega_2) = \left\langle \tilde{E}_0^*(\omega_1)\tilde{E}_0(\omega_2) \right\rangle. \quad (5.9)$$

Next, we introduce a complex area of a statistical pulse by the expression

$$\mathcal{A}(\zeta) \equiv \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\tau \mathcal{E}(\tau, \zeta). \quad (5.10)$$

Eq. (5.10) is a generalization of the conventional real area under unchirped pulse–see c. f., [12]–to the case when a statistical pulse is chirped at the source; of course, the complex area does lose a direct geometrical interpretation as the area under the pulse temporal profile. Moreover, $\mathcal{A}$ pertains to a member of the statistical ensemble. Hence, it is a random function of the propagation distance. One can then introduce the area correlation function viz.,

$$\mathcal{C}_\mathcal{A}(\zeta_1, \zeta_2) \equiv \left\langle \mathcal{A}^*(\zeta_1)\mathcal{A}(\zeta_2) \right\rangle$$

$$= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\tau_1 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\tau_2 \Gamma(\tau_1, \zeta_1; \tau_2, \zeta_2). \quad (5.11)$$
Further, on taking the double time integration on both sides of Eq. (5.8), employing the area correlation definition (5.11) and the integral representation of the delta function,

\[ \delta(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{dt}{2\pi} e^{i\omega t}, \] (5.12)

we arrive at

\[ G_{\alpha\beta}(\zeta_1, \zeta_2) = G_{\alpha\beta}(0) \exp\{-\kappa[\mathcal{A}^*(0)\zeta_1 + \mathcal{A}(0)\zeta_2]\}, \] (5.13)

where \( G_{\alpha\beta}(0) = G_{\alpha\beta}(0,0) \). Eq. (5.13) can be transformed, with the aid of Eq. (5.5), to the final form of the correlation area theorem as

\[ G_{\alpha\beta}(\zeta_1, \zeta_2) = G_{\alpha\beta}(0) e^{-\alpha(\zeta_1 + \zeta_2)} e^{i\beta(\zeta_2 - \zeta_1)}, \] (5.14)

where we introduced a small-signal absorption coefficient \( \alpha \) and the phase accumulation factor \( \beta \) by the expressions

\[ \alpha = \left\langle \frac{2\kappa\gamma_\perp}{\gamma_\perp^2 + \Delta^2} \right\rangle_\Delta, \] (5.15)

and

\[ \beta = \left\langle \frac{2\kappa\Delta}{\gamma_\perp^2 + \Delta^2} \right\rangle_\Delta. \] (5.16)

Equation (5.14) is the key result of this Letter. It tells us that due to absorption, the area correlations of a statistical pulse exponentially decay on propagation into the coherent linear absorber, regardless of a specific temporal profile of the pulse at the source. Notice that in the same transverse plane, \( \zeta_1 = \zeta_2 \), the area correlation function does not pick up any additional phase on propagation—it simply exponentially decays with the propagation distance \( \zeta \). We also notice that in the fully coherent limit, the area correlation function factorizes and the derived area correlation theorem reduces to

\[ A(\zeta) = A_0 e^{-\alpha\zeta} e^{i\beta\zeta}, \] (5.17)

which is a generalized area theorem for coherent pulses. The generalization entails the extension of the area concept of Ref. [12] to chirped pulses, thereby allowing for a complex area. The presence of the phase factor on the r. h. s. of Eq. (5.17) is a consequence of pulse chirping by the medium; in the form (5.14)–or (5.17) for fully coherent pulses–the classical area theorem applies to chirped small-area pulses as well.

To study local properties of statistical pulses on their propagation in resonant linear absorbers, we must specialize to a particular pulse model. In this work, we consider a
Gaussian Schell-model (GSM) statistical pulse as a rather representative case. The cross-spectral density of a GSM pulse can be expressed as [13]

$$W_0(\omega_1, \omega_2) \propto \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega_1 - \omega_2)^2 t_p^2}{2} \right] \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega_1 + \omega_2)^2 t_{\text{eff}}^2}{8} \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.18)

where

$$\frac{1}{t_{\text{eff}}^2} = \frac{1}{t_c^2} + \frac{1}{4t_p^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.19)

t_p and t_c being the characteristic pulse width and coherence time, respectively.

To proceed further we need to specify $g(\Delta)$. Any choice will depend on the physical nature of inhomogeneous broadening. To examine a generic case, we choose $g(\Delta)$ to be a (normalized) Lorenzian function,

$$g(\Delta) = \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{1/T_{\Delta}}{\Delta^2 + 1/T_{\Delta}^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.20)

where $T_{\Delta}$ is a characteristic damping time associated with inhomogeneous broadening. This choice ensures that the spectral response function can be determined in the explicit form as [12]

$$\mathcal{R}_L(\omega) = \frac{1}{1/T_{\text{eff}} + i(\Delta - \omega)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.21)

Here $T_{\text{eff}}^{-1} = T_{\perp}^{-1} + T_{\Delta}^{-1}$ is the effective damping time.

We numerically explore the behavior of the GSM pulse intensity profile, $I(\tau, \zeta) = \Gamma(\tau, \zeta; \tau, \zeta)$, on propagation in the absorber. To this end, we transform to dimensionless variables, $T = t/T_{\text{eff}}, Z = \alpha \zeta$, and measure the intensity in arbitrary units (a.u). The pulse coherence state will affect its intensity evolution in the resonant absorber whenever $t_c \sim T_{\text{eff}}$. It follows from Eqs. (5.18) and (5.19) that the inverse of $\min(t_c, t_p)$ plays the role of the effective input pulse bandwidth. In this connection, we can distinguish two characteristic cases: very “short”, $\min(t_c, t_p) \ll T_{\text{eff}}$, and very “long”, $\min(t_c, t_p) \gg T_{\text{eff}}$, pulses.

In Fig. 5.1 we present the evolution of the GSM pulse intensity profile as a function of $Z$ for (a) very long, $t_c = T_{\text{eff}} = 5t_p$, and (b) very short, $t_c = T_{\text{eff}} = t_p/5$, pulses. It is seen in the figure that the long pulse is highly absorbed and reshaped by the absorbing medium. On the other hand, the short pulse, which has a broad spectrum as compared with the spectral amplitude $\mathcal{R}_L(\omega)$ of the absorbing medium, its peak intensity slowly decays on propagation.
Figure 5.1: GSM pulse intensity profile. The pulse parameters are (a) \( t_c = T_{\text{eff}} = 5t_p \) and (b) \( t_c = T_{\text{eff}} = t_p/5 \).

Figure 5.2: Magnitude of the temporal degree of coherence of a relatively long GSM pulse at (a) \( Z = 1 \) and (b) \( Z = 50 \). The pulse parameters are \( t_c = T_{\text{eff}} = t_p/5 \).

Next, we exhibit in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 the evolution of the magnitude of the temporal degree of coherence, defined as

\[
\gamma(\tau_1, \zeta; \tau_2, \zeta) \equiv \frac{\Gamma(\tau_1, \zeta; \tau_2, \zeta)}{\sqrt{I(\tau_1, \zeta)I(\tau_2, \zeta)}},
\]

for relatively long and rather short pulses, respectively. It is seen in the figures that while the degree of coherence of a short pulse is rather weakly affected by the absorbing medium, the coherence state of the long one becomes progressively more inhomogeneous across the pulse profile such that \( |\gamma| \) oscillates rapidly between zero and unity. This profound coherence state evolution testifies to a strong coherent coupling of long statistical pulses with the resonant absorber atoms.
Figure 5.3: Magnitude of the temporal degree of coherence of a rather short GSM pulse at (a) $Z = 1$ and (b) $Z = 50$. The pulse parameters are $t_c = T_{\text{eff}} = 5t_p$.

### 5.3 Conclusion

In summary, we studied global and local correlation properties of statistical pulses propagating in linear absorbing media in the near resonance regime. We have derived a correlation area theorem describing the universal behavior of global correlation properties of the pulse propagating in the medium. We also examined the evolution of intensity profiles and temporal degrees of coherence of Gaussian Schell-model pulses in coherent linear absorbers. We have shown that the intensity profiles and degrees of coherence of long GSM pulses are strongly affected by the medium due to their efficient coupling to the absorbing atoms.
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6.1 Abstract

We examine coherence properties of small-area, intrinsically stationary statistical pulses propagating in amplifying media in the vicinity of an optical resonance. Any such medium acts as a coherent linear amplifier, amplifying and reshaping the pulse. We show that an initially nearly incoherent Gaussian Schell-model pulse becomes almost fully coherent and its state of coherence becomes nearly uniform across the temporal profile as the pulse propagates into the amplifying medium.

6.2 Introduction

The interest in statistical properties of ultrashort pulses stems, in part, from the fundamental limitations noise imposes on the performance and accuracy of the state-of-art fiber-optical communication systems [1]. To date, there has been extensive research on modeling statistical properties of intrinsically stationary [2, 3] and cyclostationary [4, 5] random pulses and pulse trains as well as on such fundamental issues as defining and measuring statistical pulse spectra [6, 7] and cross-spectral correlations [7]. Space-time correlation dynamics of statistical pulses was also addressed, both theoretically [8, 9] and experimentally [10], and several theories dealing with various representations of statistical pulses were advanced [11–13]. Further, statistical properties of pulses on their propagation in optical fibers [14, 15] and generic linear [16–18] and nonlinear [19] dispersive media far from any optical resonances were examined.

At the same time, near-resonant propagation of statistical pulses in linear media has also
been explored [20–23]. In particular, shape-invariant fully coherent pulses propagating in coherent linear amplifiers and absorbers in the resonant regime were discovered [20, 21] and the influence of statistical properties on self-similar pulse evolution was examined in resonant absorber media [22]. Moreover, global correlation properties of generic partially coherent pulses in resonant linear absorbers were examined and the general area-correlation theorem was derived [23]. To our knowledge, however, coherence properties of ultrashort statistical pulses propagating in resonant amplifying media have not yet been studied.

In this work, we explore coherence properties of small-area, intrinsically stationary statistical pulses on their propagation in coherent amplifying media. First, we show that initially symmetric pulse intensity profiles become asymmetric on propagation in the media. In particular, coherence properties of Gaussian-Schell model (GSM) pulses—which represent a rather generic model of intrinsically stationary pulses, generated, for instance, by temporal modulation of a statistically stationary source with a Gaussian spectrum [3]—become nearly uniform across the temporal profile of the pulse over sufficiently long propagation distances in the amplifier. This contrasts sharply with rapid variations of temporal coherence properties across the pulse profile for statistical pulses propagating in resonant linear absorbers [23]. We also note that coherence properties of GSM pulses remain uniform in conservative dispersive media, e.g. optical fibers [14]. Second, we demonstrate that even initially rather incoherent pulses become progressively more coherent on their propagation in amplifying media. Thus, not only do the media amplify and reshape the pulse, but they reduce the noise associated with source fluctuations. This circumstance can have important implications for short-range optical communications with ultrashort pulses.

### 6.3 Statistical Pulse Propagation in Coherent Linear Amplifiers

As the first step, we model the pulse propagation in a coherent resonant amplifier media. We describe a resonant medium using the two-level atom model. The pulse evolution in the medium can be described in the slowly-varying envelope approximation by the reduced wave equation [20, 24]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \Omega = i \kappa \langle \sigma \rangle \Delta, \tag{6.1}
\]

In Eq. (6.1), \( \kappa = \omega N |d_{eg}|^2 / c \varepsilon_0 \hbar \) is a coupling constant, with \( N \) being the atom density and \( d_{eg} \) being the dipole matrix element between the ground and excited states of an atom; \( \Omega = 2d_{eg} \varepsilon / \hbar \) is the complex pulse envelope amplitude in frequency units corresponding to
the field envelope $\mathcal{E}$. In Eq. (6.1), $\langle \ldots \rangle_\Delta$ implies averaging over a distribution of detunings $\Delta$ of the carrier wave frequency $\omega_c$ from the atomic resonance frequency $\omega_0$; as in our previous studies \cite{23}, we assume a Lorentzian detuning distribution with a characteristic decay time $T_\Delta$ associated with inhomogeneous broadening. The complex dipole envelope function $\sigma$ and one-atom inversion $w$ obey the Bloch equations in the form \cite{24}

$$
\partial_\tau \sigma = - (\gamma_\perp + i\Delta) \sigma - i\Omega w, \quad (6.2)
$$

and

$$
\partial_\tau w = - \gamma_\perp (w - w_{eq}) - \frac{i}{2} (\Omega^* \sigma - \Omega \sigma^*). \quad (6.3)
$$

Here $\gamma_\perp = 1/T_\perp$ is a dipole relaxation rate, and $T_\perp$ is a dipole relaxation time. In Eqs. (6.1)-(6.3) we introduced the shifted coordinates: $\zeta = z$ and $\tau = t - z/c$.

For small-area input pulses, one can neglect any amplifier gain depletion, implying that $w$ can be well approximated by its equilibrium value $w_{eq}$ (linear amplifier) i.e.,

$$
w \approx w_{eq} = 1. \quad (6.4)
$$

The linearized dipole moment evolution equation then reads

$$
\partial_\zeta \sigma = - (\gamma_\perp + i\Delta) \sigma - i\Omega. \quad (6.5)
$$

Eqs. (6.1) and (6.5) can be solved using a Fourier transform technique resulting in

$$
\mathcal{E}(\tau, \zeta) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \tilde{\mathcal{E}}_0(\omega) \exp \left[ -i\omega \tau + \frac{\alpha \zeta}{2(1 - i\omega T_{eff})} \right]. \quad (6.6)
$$

Here $T_{eff}^{-1} = T_\perp^{-1} + T_\Delta^{-1}$ is an effective relaxation rate which fully characterizes damping in the Lorentzian detuning distribution case. Also, $\alpha = 2\kappa/\gamma_\perp$ is a small-signal amplification coefficient. The incident pulse spectrum is given by

$$
\tilde{\mathcal{E}}_0(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \mathcal{E}(t, 0)e^{i\omega t}. \quad (6.7)
$$

The second-order coherence properties of small-area statistical pulses in the amplifying media are specified by the two-time correlation function $\Gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta)$, defined as

$$
\Gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta) = \langle \mathcal{E}^*(\tau_1, \zeta) \mathcal{E}(\tau_2, \zeta) \rangle, \quad (6.8)
$$
where the angular brackets denote ensemble averaging. It follows from Eqs. (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) that

$$\Gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega_1 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega_2 \mathcal{W}_0(\omega_1, \omega_2) e^{i(\omega_1 \tau_1 - \omega_2 \tau_2)} \times \exp\left\{ \alpha \zeta \left[ \frac{1}{2(1-i\omega_2 T_{\text{eff}})} + \frac{1}{2(1+i\omega_1 T_{\text{eff}})} \right] \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

Here $\mathcal{W}_0(\omega_1, \omega_2) = \langle \hat{E}_0^*(\omega_1) \hat{E}_0(\omega_2) \rangle$ is the cross-spectral density of the pulse fields at the source; it is related to the corresponding two-time correlation function viz.,

$$\mathcal{W}_0(\omega_1, \omega_2) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt_1 dt_2 \frac{e^{i(\omega_2 t_2 - \omega_1 t_1)}}{(2\pi)^2} \Gamma_0(t_1, t_2).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

### 6.4 Intensity and Complex Degree of Coherence Evolution for Intrinsically Statistically Stationary Pulses in Coherent Linear Amplifiers

Next, we explore the influence of the input pulse coherence on its subsequent propagation dynamics in the amplifier. To this end, we consider incident GSM pulses [2] as a rather generic statistical model of the source. The choice of the GSM model has two advantages. First, GSM pulses can be easily generated in a laboratory by “chopping” with a Gaussian temporal modulation function an output of a statistically stationary source with a Gaussian spectrum [3]. Second, being intimately related to statistically stationary sources, the generated pulses are intrinsically stationary with a Gaussian correlation function which decays very fast with the time difference. Thus, the conditions for the ergodicity hypothesis are met [25] and any time averages arising in actual experiments converge well to ensemble averages employed throughout this work.

The two-time correlation function of the GSM pulse can be written as

$$\Gamma_0(t_1, t_2) \propto \exp\left( -\frac{t_1^2 + t_2^2}{2t_p^2} \right) \exp\left[ -\frac{(t_1 - t_2)^2}{2t_c^2} \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

where $t_p$ and $t_c$ are the characteristic pulse width and coherence time, respectively. As we are interested in the coherent coupling between the near resonant pulse and medium atoms, we focus on the short pulse limit such that $t_p \sim T_{\text{eff}}$. In particular, we let $t_p = T_{\text{eff}}/2$ throughout our numerical simulations, and introduce dimensionless variables, $Z = \alpha \zeta$ and $T = t/T_{\text{eff}}$. 

In Fig. 6.1, we display the behavior of the GSM pulse intensity profile, \( I(T, Z) = \Gamma(T, T, Z) \), on propagation in the amplifier for two cases: (a) \( t_c = 5t_p \), corresponding to an almost fully coherent input pulse, and (b) \( t_c = t_p/5 \), corresponding to a nearly incoherent input pulse. It is seen in the figure that as both pulses are amplified, their shapes become progressively more asymmetric, developing a long tail in the trailing edge. However, the amplifying medium affects the pulse with the shorter coherence time less than it does the more coherent pulse. This is because the less coherent pulse has a broader spectrum, containing a significant portion of its initial energy in the tails, outside the medium gain spectrum. Therefore, it is amplified less efficiently by the medium than is the more coherent pulse.

Figure 6.1: Pulse intensity profile in arbitrary units (a.u) as a function of the dimensionless propagation distance \( Z \) for two partially coherent pulses: (a) \( t_c = 5t_p \) and (b) \( t_c = t_p/5 \).

To drive this point home, we exhibit in Fig. 6.2 the energy gain factor, \( G(Z) = W(Z)/W_0 \), where the pulse energy \( W \) is

\[
W(Z) \propto \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dT \, \Gamma(T, T, Z),
\]

(6.12)

for both pulses as a function of the propagation distance. It is clearly seen in the figure that the more coherent pulse is able to extract much more energy from the amplifying medium over the same propagation distance than is the less coherent pulse.

Next, we examine the behavior of the complex degree of coherence \( \gamma \), defined (in dimensionless variables) as \[25, 26\]

\[
\gamma(T_1, T_2, Z) \equiv \frac{\Gamma(T_1, T_2, Z)}{\sqrt{I(T_1, Z)I(T_2, Z)}}.
\]

(6.13)

In Fig. 6.3 we display the complex degree of coherence of the pulse with \( t_c = 5t_p \) for two propagation distances, \( Z = 1 \) and \( Z = 5 \). We can see from the figure that not only does
Figure 6.2: Energy gain factor as a function of the dimensionless propagation distance $Z$ for two partially coherent pulses: (a) $t_c = 5t_p$ and (b) $t_c = t_p/5$.

Figure 6.3: Magnitude of the complex degree of coherence of a short GSM pulse with $t_c = 5t_p$ for (a) $Z = 1$ and (b) $Z = 5$. Insets: the corresponding pulse intensity profiles.

The pulse become more coherent on propagation, but its coherence properties become more uniform as well. In the insets to Figs. 6.3 (a) and 6.3 (b), we display the corresponding pulse intensity at the same propagation distance. It is seen from Figs. 6.3 (a) and 6.3 (b) that the chosen ranges for $T_1$ and $T_2$ in both cases correspond to the time intervals within which most of the pulse energy resides at a given propagation distance. Thus, our $\gamma$ plots are representative of the whole pulse.

It is interesting to compare the behavior of the fairly coherent pulse we have just studied with that of a relatively incoherent pulse with $t_c = t_p/5$. The evolution of the complex degree of coherence for the latter is shown in Fig. 6.4. Similarly to Fig. 6.3, we display the pulse intensity in the corresponding inset which sets the $T_1$ and $T_2$ ranges. We can infer by comparing Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 that although qualitatively the behavior of $\gamma$ is the same...
regardless of the initial state of pulse coherence, the coherence state of initially nearly incoherent pulses becomes nearly uniform across their temporal profile—apart from the pulse tails—and the magnitude of $\gamma$ tends to unity with the propagation distance.

6.5 Discussion

Finally, we mention that the small-area approximation, which is necessary for the system to be in the linear amplification regime, imposes severe constraints on the input pulse parameters and/or amplifier lengths. Hereafter we assume, for simplicity, the input pulse to be fully coherent which is fine for the order-of-magnitude estimates. First of all, the pulse area $\mathcal{A}$ at the exit of the amplifier must be much smaller than $\pi$ for nonlinear saturation effects to be negligible over the entire amplifier length [24]. Let us take $\mathcal{A} \sim 0.1$, say, implying that for the amplifier of length $L = 5L_B$, measured in Beer’s absorption lengths, $L_B = \alpha^{-1}$, the input pulse area must be tiny, $\mathcal{A}_0 \sim 5 \times 10^{-4}$ where we used the area theorem for coherent amplifiers [27].

However, the very small magnitude of the input pulse area begs the question as to whether the incident pulse contains enough photons to be treated classically. To address this question, we estimate the input Gaussian pulse energy density,

$$w_0 = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_0 c \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt |\mathcal{E}(t, 0)|^2 = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_0 c \sqrt{\pi} t_p \mathcal{E}_0^2,$$

(6.14)

where $\mathcal{E}_0$ is the peak amplitude of the pulse. The input area can be estimated as

$$\mathcal{A}_0 = \frac{2d_{eg}}{\hbar} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \mathcal{E}(t, 0) = \frac{2d_{eg} \sqrt{2\pi} t_p \mathcal{E}_0}{\hbar}.$$

(6.15)
Eliminating the peak pulse amplitude from Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15), we arrive at the input energy density

\[ w_0 = \frac{\varepsilon_0 c^2 \lambda_0^2}{16\sqrt{\pi}d_{eg}t_p}. \]  

(6.16)

Assuming a picosecond laser pulse of 1 cm² cross-section and taking \( d_{eg} \simeq 10^{-29} \text{ Cm} \), which is appropriate for atomic vapors [24], we substitute these values into Eq. (6.16) to estimate the input pulse energy as \( W_0 \sim 5 \times 10^{-13} \text{ J} \). It follows that the number of photons carried by the pulse can be estimated as \( \mathcal{N}_0 = W_0/\bar{h}\omega_c \simeq 5 \times 10^6 \gg 1 \), which is sufficiently large to treat the pulse as a classical electromagnetic field. However, this criterion can be easily violated as the amplifier length increases.

### 6.6 Conclusion

In summary, we studied partially coherent pulse propagation in resonant linear amplifiers, focusing on the change in pulse coherence properties on propagation. We have shown that regardless of the initial state of pulse coherence, it becomes progressively more coherent on propagation in the amplifying medium. Moreover, the state of coherence becomes progressively more uniform across the temporal profile as the pulse propagates into the medium. We also discussed the constraints imposed by the linear amplification regime on the input parameters of the pulse and the amplifier length.
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7.1 Abstract

We numerically investigate partially coherent short pulse propagation in nonlinear media near optical resonance. We examine how the pulse state of coherence at the source affects the evolution of the ensemble averaged intensity, mutual coherence function, and temporal degree of coherence of the pulse ensemble. We report evidence of self-induced transparency random phase soliton formation for the relatively coherent incident pulses with sufficiently large average areas. We also show that random pulses lose their coherence on propagation in resonant media and we explain this phenomenon in qualitative terms.

7.2 Introduction

The invention of lasers and their wide range of applications to optical communication systems has led to a growing interest in the field of nonlinear optics, which explores modifications of optical properties of the host media upon interaction with high intensity temporal and spatio-temporal pulses [1–3]. A proper description of realistic laser pulses - with inevitable fluctuations in their amplitude, phase, and width - cannot be achieved without the aid of statistical optics. Moreover, the limitations that noise in ultrashort laser pulses imposes on the performance of optical communication systems have triggered an ever growing interest in coherence properties of ultrashort pulses [4].

Following the pioneering work of Bertolotti’s group [5, 6], comprehensive research has
been carried out on various aspects of partially coherent sources [7, 8] and the pulses generated by such sources [9, 10]. Further, several theoretical approaches to the description of partially coherent pulses have been proposed to date [11, 12]. The evolution of coherence and polarization state of partially coherent pulses in generic linear [13–19] and nonlinear [20–23] dispersive media far from any internal resonances has been thoroughly examined using various mathematical techniques.

At the same time, coherence properties of generic partially coherent pulses traveling in resonant linear absorbers and amplifiers have been analyzed [24, 25] and their coherence function modifications upon propagation investigated. Furthermore, the crucial impact of the initial coherence level of random pulses on their self-similar propagation in resonant linear absorbers has been established [26]. To our knowledge, however, no study of partially coherent pulse propagation in resonant nonlinear media has yet been attempted. The subject naturally arises in the context of short intense pulse interaction with atomic vapours [27], impurity doped solids [28], or semiconductor quantum dot media [29] near resonance whenever pulse fluctuations cannot be neglected.

In this work, we fill in the gap by numerically studying short random pulse propagation in resonant nonlinear media in the two-level approximation. We examine the behaviour of the ensemble averaged intensity, mutual coherence function, and temporal degree of coherence for pulses with relatively large and relatively small average areas. We explore the influence of the coherence state at the source on ensuing pulse evolution scenarios. We reveal evidence of self-induced transparency random phase soliton formation for rather coherent large-area input pulses. We stress that although soliton formation in resonant nonlinear media has been extensively studied either in the two-level [27] or multi-level [30–32] approximation, the work in this direction has so far focused on fully temporarily coherent solitons. We also show that all pulses lose their coherence on propagation in such media, regardless of their initial state of coherence. Yet, the coherence loss rate on propagation is strongly affected by the pulse coherence level at the source: the lower the source coherence, the greater the coherence loss rate. Our results are applicable to a multitude of resonant media, including dilute atomic vapours filling the hollow-core photonic crystal fibres, impurity-doped solids, and semiconductor quantum dots in the strong quantum confinement regime.
7.3 Pulse Propagation in Resonant Nonlinear Media

In this work, we model resonant optical media as a collection of two-level atoms. In particular, we describe the light-matter interactions within the framework of the Maxwell-Bloch equations [27]. The fluctuating pulse evolution in the medium can then be described in the slowly-varying envelope approximation by the reduced wave equation in the transformed coordinates, \( \zeta = z \) and \( \tau = t - \frac{z}{c} \), as

\[
\partial_\zeta \Omega = \frac{i}{2} \frac{\omega N |d_{eg}|^2}{c \epsilon_0 \hbar} \bar{\sigma}_\Delta.
\]  

(7.1)

In Eq. (7.1), \( \Omega = 2d_{eg} \epsilon / \hbar \) is the Rabi frequency corresponding to the field envelope \( \epsilon \). Hereafter, we will find it convenient to express the electric field envelope in frequency units employing the Rabi frequency \( \Omega \) instead of the field envelope \( \epsilon \). Also, \( N \) is the atom density, and \( d_{eg} \) is the dipole matrix element between the nondegenerate ground and excited states of an atom. Also, \( \bar{\sigma}_\Delta \) denotes the dipole envelope function of an atomic dipole moment averaged over a distribution of detunings \( \Delta \) of the carrier wave frequency \( \omega \) from the atomic resonance frequency \( \omega_0 \),

\[
\bar{\sigma}_\Delta = \int d\Delta g(\Delta) \sigma(\Delta).
\]  

(7.2)

Here, \( g(\Delta) \) is assumed as the inhomogeneous broadening function with Gaussian distribution

\[
g(\Delta) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\delta} \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta^2}{2\delta^2} \right),
\]  

(7.3)

in which \( \delta \) represents the inhomogeneous broadening width.

Next, the Bloch equations governing the complex dipole envelope function \( \sigma \) and one-atom inversion \( w \) dynamics can be expressed in the form [27]

\[
\partial_\tau \sigma = -\left( \frac{1}{T_\perp} + i\Delta \right) \sigma - i\Omega w,
\]  

(7.4)

and

\[
\partial_\tau w = -\frac{1}{T_\parallel}(w + 1) - \frac{i}{2} (\Omega^* \sigma - \Omega \sigma^*).
\]  

(7.5)

Here, \( T_\perp \) and \( T_\parallel \) are the dipole phase and atomic population relaxation times, respectively.

To explore the feasibility of self-induced transparency phenomena, we need to consider coherent transient regime in that the input pulse width is so short (\( t_p < \min(T_\perp, T_\parallel) \)) that
atoms of the material undergo no damping during their interaction with the pulse. Therefore, the evolution of atomic variables can be studied as if no damping effect is present. In such a case the Bloch equations reduce to

\[
\partial_T \sigma = -i \Delta \sigma - i \Omega w, \tag{7.6}
\]

\[
\partial_T w = -\frac{i}{2} (\Omega^* \sigma - \Omega \sigma^*). \tag{7.7}
\]

Here, \( Z = \alpha \zeta \) and \( T = t/t_p, t_p \) denoting a characteristic rms width of the incident pulse, are dimensionless variables and, \( \alpha = N |d_{eg}|^2 \omega^2 / \sqrt{2 \pi \delta \hbar \epsilon_0 c^2} \) represents the linear absorption coefficient.

To quantitatively describe the pulse evolution in the medium, we must, in general, numerically solve the Maxwell-Bloch equations, Eqs. (7.1)-(7.3), together with Eqs.(7.6)-(7.7) subject to the appropriate initial and boundary conditions. We assume that the atoms are all initially in their ground states such that \( \sigma = 0 \) and \( w = -1 \), and the source field envelope \( \Omega(t, 0) \) (in the frequency units) is known. However, as incident pulses have fluctuating amplitudes and phases, we can only describe the pulse evolution in terms of appropriate correlation functions.

### 7.4 Statistical Properties of Fluctuating Pulses and Statistical Ensemble Generation

Henceforth, we will be primarily interested in the second-order temporal coherence properties of fluctuating pulses, propagating in resonant nonlinear media. The latter are specified by the second-order cross-correlation function, defined as

\[
\Gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta) = \langle \Omega^*(\tau_1, \zeta) \Omega(\tau_2, \zeta) \rangle, \tag{7.8}
\]

where the angle brackets denote ensemble averaging over all possible field realizations. The ensemble power distribution is then defined in terms of the average intensity as

\[
I(\tau, \zeta) \equiv \Gamma(\tau, \tau, \zeta), \tag{7.9}
\]

and the ensemble coherence properties are characterized by the temporal degree of coherence [33, 34]

\[
\gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta) \equiv \frac{\Gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta)}{\sqrt{I(\tau_1, \zeta)I(\tau_2, \zeta)}}. \tag{7.10}
\]
In the fully coherent limit, the degree of coherence attains its maximum, $|\gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta)| = 1$ [33, 35, 36].

The description of fluctuating field propagation in nonlinear media directly in terms of the correlation functions runs into a formidable obstacle known as a closure problem which emerges regardless of the nonlinearity nature, see, for instance [37]. It can be shown that whenever one attempts to derive an equation of motion for the second-order correlation functions using the Maxwell-Bloch equations, the resulting equation will also involve third-order correlations. The corresponding evolution equations for the third-order correlation functions will depend on fourth-order correlations and so forth, resulting in an infinite hierarchy of the evolution equations for correlation functions of all orders. One is then forced to either neglect correlation functions higher than a certain order or make ad hoc assumptions regarding the pulse statistics that make it possible to express higher-order correlations in terms of the lower-order ones. This dilemma is known as a closure problem. In general, neither resolution of the dilemma has been shown to yield satisfactory results for realistic nonlinear media [37] unless the medium response time is much longer than a characteristic coherence time of the incident field. In the latter case, the medium averages over higher-order field fluctuations and a mean-field [38–40] or averaged-response description [41] is possible leading to a closed form evolution equation for the second-order correlation function. In the present case, the resonant medium response is noninstantaneous, but the response time can be either longer or shorter than the pulse coherence time. Thus, the closure problem cannot be easily resolved and we must resort to a different mathematical description.

To this end, we employ a wave optical Monte Carlo method which was developed in [42–44] and recently applied to random pulse propagation in nonresonant media with Kerr nonlinearities [23]. In essence, the technique entails generating an ensemble $\{\Omega(t)\}$ of random fluctuating pulses at the source with specified coherence properties and transmitting individual ensemble realizations through the resonant medium. At the end, the ensemble average is performed and the appropriate second-order correlation functions are determined. Thus, we first have to solve the Maxwell-Bloch equations Eqs.(7.1)-(7.3) and Eqs.(7.6)-(7.7) numerically for each random realization of the pulse and then average over
members of the ensemble according to
\[ \Gamma_L(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta) = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{L} \Omega^*(\tau_1, \zeta) \Omega(\tau_2, \zeta), \] (7.11)
to obtain the second-order cross-correlation function of the pulse ensemble. The averaged degree of coherence of the ensemble is then determined by
\[ \gamma_L(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta) = \frac{\Gamma_L(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta)}{\sqrt{I_L(\tau_1, \zeta)I_L(\tau_2, \zeta)}}. \] (7.12)

To construct the pulse ensemble, we begin by representing a fluctuating field in any transverse plane \( \zeta \geq 0 \) through the Karhunen-Loève expansion as
\[ \Omega(\tau, \zeta) = \sum_n a_n \psi_n(\tau, \zeta), \] (7.13)
where \( \{a_n\} \) are uncorrelated random amplitudes, and \( \{\psi_n(\tau, \zeta)\} \) are orthogonal coherent modes. We specify a non-Gaussian pulse ensemble statistics through
\[ a_n = \sqrt{\lambda_n} \exp(i\phi_n), \] (7.14)
where \( \{\phi_n\} \) are statistically independent random phases, uniformly distributed in the interval \([-\pi, \pi]\) [23]. The statistical independence of the set \( \{\phi_n\} \) implies that
\[ \langle \exp[i(\phi_n - \phi_m)] \rangle = \delta_{mn}, \] (7.15)
Notice that the statistics (7.14), together with (7.15), imply that
\[ \langle a_n^*a_m \rangle = \lambda_n \delta_{mn}. \] (7.16)
Assuming the modes are normalized at the source, each \( \lambda_n \) determines the power carried by the \( n \)th mode of the source.

It then follows at once from Eqs. (7.13) and (7.16) as well as the definition of \( \Gamma \), Eq. (7.8), that [45]
\[ \Gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta) = \sum_n \lambda_n \psi_n^*(\tau_1, \zeta) \psi_n(\tau_2, \zeta). \] (7.17)
Here \( \lambda_n \) and \( \psi_n(\tau, \zeta) \) are the eigenvalues and eigenmodes of the Fredholm integral equation,
\[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\tau_1 \Gamma(\tau_1, \tau_2, \zeta) \psi_n(\tau_1, \zeta) = \lambda_n \psi_n(\tau_2, \zeta). \] (7.18)
It remains to specify the second-order correlations of the source which determine the coherent modes and their weights. To this end, we employ a generic Gaussian Schell-model (GSM) source with the cross-correlation function

\[ \Gamma(t_1, t_2) = \frac{E}{\sqrt{\pi} t_p} \exp \left[ -\frac{(t_1^2 + t_2^2)}{2t_p} \right] \exp \left[ -\frac{(t_1 - t_2)^2}{2t_c^2} \right], \tag{7.19} \]

where \( t_p \) and \( t_c \) are characteristic pulse width and coherence time at the source and \( E \) is a total energy of the source. The coherent modes of GSM sources are analytically known [46, 47] as

\[ \psi_n(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2^n n!}} \left( \frac{2\pi}{d} \right)^{1/4} H_n \left( \frac{t}{\sqrt{2d}} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{t^2}{4d} \right), \tag{7.20} \]

where \( H_n(t) \) is a Hermite polynomial of order \( n \). The modal weights are given by

\[ \lambda_n = \left( \frac{\pi}{a + b + d} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{b}{a + b + d} \right)^n. \tag{7.21} \]

The parameters \( a, b \) and \( d \) are defined as

\[ a = \frac{t_p^2 t_c^2}{2(t_c^2 + 2t_p^2)}, \quad b = \frac{t_p^4}{2(t_c^2 + 2t_p^2)}, \tag{7.22} \]

and

\[ d = \sqrt{a^2 + 2ab}. \tag{7.23} \]

where \( t_p \) and \( t_c \) correspond to the characteristic width and coherence time of the pulse respectively [7, 9]. The coherence time, \( t_c \) specifies a time duration over which two pulses can be added coherently. The limits \( t_c = 0 \) and \( t_c = \infty \) correspond to uncorrelated and fully correlated pulses, respectively.

In proceeding with modeling random sample pulses, we ascertain here a proper definition for the variable \( a_n \) in Eq. (7.14).

As we are interested in simulating noisy laser pulses, we generate an ensemble with non-Gaussian statistics. To do so, the random phases \( \varphi_n \) in Eq. (7.14), are chosen to be uniformly distributed in the interval \( [-\pi, \pi] \). Here, \( \varphi_n \) and \( \varphi_m \) are statistically independent when \( n \neq m \), so the condition in Eq. (7.13) is satisfied [45, 47]. By interpreting the modes in Eq. (7.17) as natural modes of oscillations of the source, our prescribed choice of \( a_n \) generates random sample pulses, which are linear combinations of fundamental fields with random phases. It is worth mentioning that the constructed field realizations have random
fluctuations both in phase and amplitude, but that each random field realization contains the same amount of energy [23].

Propagation of GSM pulses in resonant nonlinear media can be simulated by applying the source pulse Eq. (7.13) into wave equations Eqs.(7.1)-(7.3) and Eqs.(7.6)-(7.7). As mentioned previously, each random realization will be propagated in the media individually. The process will be repeated many times for all different realizations of the field, and the resulting intensities will be averaged to produce a partially coherent pulse intensity according to Eq. (7.11).

7.5 Physical Model of the Source and Host Medium

We consider a GSM as a generic model of a random input pulse and proceed to generate an ensemble of source pulses according to the just outlined prescription. In Fig. 7.1, we exhibit three short GSM pulses with different coherence level at the source: a relatively coherent input pulse with $t_c = 10t_p$, a moderately coherent pulse with $t_c = 2t_p$ and a relatively incoherent pulse with $t_c = t_p$. The magnitude of simulated sample pulses are presented in Fig. 7.1 for 10 random realizations. It can be seen in the figure that each field realization has random fluctuations which become progressively more pronounced as the pulse coherence level decreases. The averaged pulse amplitude for a large set of realizations is also displayed with thick black line. We also display the mutual coherence function profile at the source as a function of a pair of dimensionless time instances $T_1 = t_1/t_p$ and $T_2 = t_2/t_p$ in Fig. 7.2. It is seen in the figure that the relatively coherent pulse has a nearly isotropic
mutual coherence function profile, while that of the relatively incoherent pulse is strongly anisotropic with a sharp peak along the diagonal $T_1 = T_2$. This behaviour naturally reflects $\delta$-function like coherence properties of such pulses.

As mentioned in the previous section, the number of modes in the Karhunen-Loève decomposition of each ensemble member is relevant to the coherence level of the source pulse. Thus, we employ a large number of modes to faithfully represent relatively incoherent pulses through Eq. (7.13) [47]. At the same time, the Monte Carlo simulation accuracy crucially depends on the number of the sample field realizations, $L$. The ensemble average represented by Eq. (7.11), converges to the time average as the sample size $L$ increases. Therefore, a high fluctuation level of relatively incoherent pulses—manifest in Fig. 7.1(c)—necessitates a high sample volume [23, 42].

The resonant host medium is modelled as a collection of two-level atoms. The two key relaxation rates—transverse and longitudinal—can be determined as follows. The total transverse relaxation rate is defined as [27]

$$\frac{1}{T_\perp} = \frac{1}{T_{h\perp}} + \frac{1}{T_{in\perp}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.24)

where $T_{h\perp}$ and $T_{in\perp}$ are homogenous and inhomogeneous broadening lifetimes, respectively. According to [48], the effective absorption line shape of the medium is affected by the ratio,

$$b = \sqrt{4 \ln 2} \frac{\delta_h}{\delta_{in}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.25)

where $\delta_h = 1/T_{h\perp}$ and $\delta_{in} = 1/T_{in\perp}$ correspond to the homogenous and inhomogeneous linewidth, respectively. Eq.(7.25) distinguishes two limiting cases. In the first case, $\delta \nu_{in} >> \delta \nu_h$, the transverse decay rate is mainly due to inhomogeneous broadening. In contrast, if
\( \delta v_h > \delta v_m \), the homogeneous broadening is dominant and the transverse decay rate is mostly influenced by collisions.

The energy relaxation time \( T_{||} \), defining the time interval over which the atomic populations decay, is related to \( T_{\perp} \) according to [1, 48]:

\[
\frac{1}{T_{\perp}} = \frac{1}{2T_{||}} + \frac{1}{T_{\perp}^h}. \tag{7.26}
\]

In our simulations, we assume an inhomogeneously broadened medium such that \( b \ll 1 \). A dilute sodium vapour at \( T = 300K \) with a density \( N = 10^{11} cm^{-3} \) can serve as a physical realization of the medium. Setting \( b = 0.05 \), \( T_{||} = 16 \text{ ns} \), a typical value for the room temperature sodium [1], and \( \delta_m = 1 \text{GHz} \), and employing Eqs.(7.24) through (7.26), we obtain \( T_{\perp} \approx 32 \text{ ns} \).

### 7.6 Numerical Simulation Results

![Figure 7.3](image_url)

Figure 7.3: Average intensity evolution of relatively coherent pulses as a function of the propagation distance \( Z \). The cases \((a)\) and \((b)\) correspond to the average input pulse areas \( \mathcal{A}_0 = 0.8\pi \) and \( \mathcal{A}_0 = 1.5\pi \), respectively.

We numerically study the evolution of random input pulse ensembles with the average pulse areas at the source \( \mathcal{A}_0 = 0.8\pi \) and \( \mathcal{A}_0 = 1.5\pi \) where the latter is defined, in dimensionless variables, as

\[
\mathcal{A}(Z) \equiv \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \sqrt{\langle I(T,Z) \rangle} \, dT; \tag{7.27}
\]

\( \mathcal{A}_0 \equiv \mathcal{A}(0) \). It follows at once from Eq. (7.27) that the average area reduces to the standard pulse area [27] in the fully coherent limit.

We first examine the behaviour of relatively coherent input pulses with \( t_c = 10t_p \). In Fig. 7.3, we illustrate the average intensity profile evolution of two such pulses with the
Figure 7.4: Evolution of the average pulse area as a function of the propagation distance $Z$ for relatively coherent pulses with $\mathcal{A}_0 = 0.8\pi$ (dashed) and, $\mathcal{A}_0 = 1.5\pi$ (solid), respectively.

Figure 7.5: Average intensity evolution as a function of propagation distance $Z$ for input pulses with (a) $t_c = 2t_p$ and (b) $t_c = t_p$. The average pulse area at the source is $\mathcal{A}_0 = 1.5\pi$.

areas $\mathcal{A}_0 = 0.8\pi$ and $\mathcal{A}_0 = 1.5\pi$ through the inhomogeneously broadened medium, corresponding to the cases Fig. 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) in the figure. We can see in Fig. 7.3(a) that a smaller area pulse suffers strong absorption on its propagation through the medium and no soliton formation is observed. Moreover, Fig. 7.4 represents the evolution of the average pulse area as a function of the propagation distance. It is evident from the figure that the corresponding pulse area, displayed with a dashed line, rapidly reaches zero upon pulse entrance into the medium. On the other hand, we can see in Fig. 7.3(b) that a larger area pulse initially broadens, while its peak intensity decreases. The pulse is, however, ultimately converted into a stable soliton which is evident in the figure: the pulse maintains
its shape, suffering no visible attenuation over sufficiently large propagation distances. We notice also that all relatively coherent pulses experience a time delay on propagation which is manifested through the pulse intensity peak shift relative to its position at the source. As is seen in Fig. 7.4, the average pulse area, plotted with a solid line, attains the asymptotic value of $2\pi$, reminiscent of the fully coherent self-induced transparency situation [27]. Thus, our results can be interpreted as the manifestation of self-induced transparency (SIT) phenomena and solitary-pulse formation in presence of small noise at the source.

To elucidate the influence of the input pulse coherence level on the SIT soliton formation, we also study the evolution of random pulses with lower levels of coherence. In Fig. 7.5, we illustrate the evolution of partially coherent ($t_c = 2t_p$) and rather incoherent ($t_c = t_p$) incident pulses with the initial area $\mathcal{A}_0 = 1.5\pi$. It can be seen in Fig. 7.5(a) that a partially coherent pulse intensity profile becomes wider and more shallow upon propagation. The pulse leading edge self-steepens, distorting its symmetry as well. The similar behaviour is exhibited by rather incoherent pulses, as is seen in Fig. 7.5(b). In this case, though, pulse broadening and peak intensity decrease are more pronounced. The average pulse area dynamics are shown in Fig. 7.6. It is seen in the figure that in both cases, the area appears to monotonously increase with the propagation distance, exceeding the value of $2\pi$. We can infer that SIT soliton formation is precluded for the incident pulses with
Figure 7.7: Intensity of five relatively coherent, $t_c = 10t_p$, pulse realizations with $\phi_0 = 1.5\pi$ at three sample points in $Z$: $Z = 0$ (a), $Z = 5$ (b), and $Z = 10$ (c), respectively.

Figure 7.8: Intensity of five rather incoherent, $t_c = t_p$ pulse realizations with $\phi_0 = 1.5\pi$ at three sample points in $Z$: $Z = 0$ (a), $Z = 5$ (b), and $Z = 10$ (c), respectively.

high enough fluctuation levels.

To explain the evolution scenario difference of more from less coherent input pulses, we recall that each statistical ensemble consists of a number of pulse realizations. As an example, in Fig. 7.7 we display the evolution of five relatively coherent random pulse realizations at three propagation distances: $Z = 0$, $Z = 5$ and $Z = 10$. As it is evident in the figure, the field realizations have almost the same initial area and, consequently nearly the same behaviour upon propagation. Thus upon averaging, such an ensemble yields a nearly coherent pulse transforming to a SIT soliton. On the contrary, in a rather incoherent pulse case, $(t_c = t_p)$, the ensemble realizations, shown in Fig. 7.8, vary greatly in their initial shape and area. As a result, different realizations suffer widely different time delays upon propagation as is seen in the figure. Notice also that the realization pulse distribution in
Figure 7.9: Magnitude of the mutual coherence function at $Z = 0$, (top row) and $Z = 10$, (bottom row); $t_c = 10t_p, (a,d); t_c = 2t_p, (b,e); t_c = t_p, (c,f)$.

Figure 7.10: Magnitude of the complex degree of coherence function at $Z = 0$, (top row) and $Z = 10$, (bottom row); $t_c = 10t_p, (a,d); t_c = 2t_p, (b,e); t_c = t_p, (c,f)$.

Fig. 7.8 explains the output pulse asymmetry manifest in Fig. 7.5. The ensemble averaging then results in a long shallow pulse, more susceptible to incoherent relaxation processes that ultimately preclude the SIT soliton formation in this case.
Let us now focus on the mutual coherence function evolution in the system. In Fig. 7.9, we represent the mutual coherence function of the three pulses—a relatively coherent, partially coherent and nearly incoherent ones—at the source $Z = 0$ and at the distance $Z = 10$ away from the source. To obtain reliable results at the output, we used $L = 2000$ sample realizations for the nearly incoherent case and $L = 1000$ for the partially coherent case. We can infer from the figure that the mutual coherence function profiles in all cases become progressively more centred along the $T_1 = T_2$ diagonal, implying pulse coherence reduction upon their propagation in the medium. Moreover, the least coherent input pulses display the fastest coherence loss rate. Such a behaviour can be explained by recalling that relatively incoherent pulses broaden faster than do relatively coherent ones. Hence, the former become long enough to be affected by incoherent relaxation processes at shorter propagation distances than are the latter. Thus, less coherent pulses lose their coherence faster than do more coherent ones. However, regardless of the initial coherence level, all random pulses become progressively less coherent on propagation in resonant media due to the their temporal broadening which makes them subject to incoherent relaxation processes. The similar trend is reflected in the temporal degree of coherence evolution, exhibited in Fig. 7.10.

### 7.7 Conclusion

In summary, we applied numerical Monte Carlo techniques to simulate partially coherent GSM pulse propagation in a resonant, inhomogeneously broadened nonlinear medium. We modeled the medium as a collection of two-level atoms. We numerically studied the dynamics of the ensemble averaged pulse intensity, the mutual coherence function, and the temporal degree of coherence as pulses of an arbitrary coherence state at the source propagate into the medium. We have elucidated conditions for self-induced transparency soliton formation in the system. Our simulation results reveal that self-induced transparency is possible provided the input pulses are sufficiently coherent and possess large enough average areas. We have also demonstrated that regardless of their initial state of coherence, random pulses lose their coherence on propagation. However, low-coherence input pulses lose their coherence at a faster rate than do their more coherent counterparts because the former broaden faster than the latter, and hence become susceptible to incoherent relaxation processes at shorter propagation distances than are the latter.
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Chapter 8

Discussion

8.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, our aim was to focus on the stochastic nature of pulses to achieve a more realistic description of ultrashort optical pulses affected by noise. In order to simulate ultrashort pulses, various stochastic pulse models were applied. The effects of pulse amplitude and phase fluctuations on its propagation in various linear and nonlinear media were studied based on optical coherence theory.

The response of the medium atoms to the applied stochastic pulses was investigated for the particular resonant case in which the pulse frequency nearly coincides with the atom resonance frequency. Analytical and numerical propagation methods were applied to explore evolutions of ultrashort stochastic pulses in the vicinity of optical resonance.

Our studies on resonant interactions of stochastic pulses and matter are divided into four distinct phases. A general description of each phase and its main results are given in the following.

Phase 1. Partially Coherent Self-Similar Pulses in Resonant Linear Absorbers.

In this phase of our research, propagation of small-area partially coherent pulses in resonant linear absorber media was investigated and the exact resonant condition was considered. A physical realization of linear absorber media could be a dilute atomic vapor which fills a high-vacuum cell.

Our main objective of this phase was to demonstrate a special class of partially coherent pulses that maintain their shape upon propagation in resonant absorber media. It was shown that such pulses can be represented as a sum of shape-invariant modes with stochastic coefficients.

The spectral shape of partially coherent pulses is mainly affected by two factors, the modal weight distribution of random coefficients and the spectral mode profile at the source. It was shown that these factors could lead to formation of a dip, a hole or a peak at the center of input pulse profiles. In order to investigate the crucial effects of the above-mentioned
factors on the pulse evolution behavior, two classes of partially coherent pulses with different modal weigh factors were generated:

1. Pulses with the power-law distribution of modal weights;

2. Pulses with higher decay rate of modal weight distributions compared to power-law.

In each case, partially coherent pulses with different source mode profiles were transmitted through the resonant linear absorber media. It has been illustrated that, although varying the two mentioned factors lead to formation of hole or dip at the source pulse profile, in the long-term limit a self-similar evolution of the pulses would be achieved in both cases.

Moreover, evolution of statistical properties of partially coherent pulses upon propagation was investigated using the magnitude of their spectral degree of coherence function. Non-uniform behavior of the degree of coherence for different classes of input pulses revealed that variation of the mentioned parameters results in various spectral coherence properties of the pulses.

**Phase 2. Complex Area Correlation Theorem for Statistical Pulses in Coherent Linear Absorbers.**

In this phase, propagation of partially coherent small-area pulses in resonant linear absorbers was investigated. Gaussian Schell Model (GSM) pulses were employed as a generic model to simulate stochastic pulses at the source. To study the impact of statistical properties of the source pulses on their behavior upon propagation, two partially coherent pulses with different levels of coherence - more and less coherent - were generated. Second-order coherence functions, including the pulse intensity and magnitude of the degree of coherence, were used to investigate evolution of the statistical properties of pulses.

Comparison of the intensity profiles of the two partially coherent pulses as a function of propagation distance indicated that although the intensities of both pulses were attenuated upon propagation, the more coherent pulse is strongly absorbed and reshaped by the medium. The low attenuation rate of less coherent pulses is due to their broad spectrum. Specifically, most of their energy remains in their tails which lie outside the absorption spectrum of the medium and the pulse spectra are only partially absorbed.

Additionally, variations of the degree of coherence of partially coherent pulses at various propagation distances were studied. It was shown that the degree of coherence of pulses becomes more inhomogenous across the pulse profile which is more pronounced in
longer pulses.

Exploring the behavior of the intensity and the degree of coherence of partially coherent pulses led to the conclusion that longer pulses are stronger coupled with the atoms of the absorbing medium than are shorter pulses.

**Phase 3.** Ultrashort Pulse Coherence Properties in Coherent Linear Amplifiers.

In this phase of our research, coherence properties of small-area intrinsically stationary pulses were examined upon propagation in resonant linear amplifying media. The generic GSM pulses with different levels of coherence - nearly incoherent and almost fully coherent - were employed to simulate various stochastic pulse models at the source.

It was shown that the intensities of both pulses were amplified and their shape gradually became asymmetric upon propagation in resonant amplifying media. However, comparison of the more and less coherent pulses led to the conclusion that the more coherent pulses are more significantly affected by the amplifying media than are less coherent pulses.

Moreover, variation of the energy gain factor of pulses upon propagation in the amplifying media was presented. The higher slope of the gain factor of the more coherent pulse confirms the fact that such pulses extract much more energy from the atoms of the media than do less coherent pulses.

Furthermore, the evolution of the complex degree of coherence of the two sample stochastic pulses was studied and it was shown that in both cases the degree of coherence of pulses increased and their temporal profile became more uniform upon propagation in the linear amplifying medium.

**Phase 4.** Fluctuating Pulse Propagation in Resonant Nonlinear Media: Self-induced Transparency Random Phase Soliton Formation.

In this part, a numerical investigation of propagation of an ensemble of ultrashort stochastic pulses in a resonant nonlinear medium was performed. The Monte Carlo method was employed to generate realizations of partially coherent pulses with controllable temporal coherence and simulate their propagation in resonant nonlinear media. The incident random pulses were simulated by an uncorrelated superposition of fully coherent modes with non-Gaussian statistical coefficients.

It has been concluded that the behavior of the averaged intensities and degree of coherence of pulses upon propagation were significantly affected by the initial coherence state and area of the source pulses.
The formation of self-induced transparency solitons and self-similar evolution of stochastic pulses for inhomogeneously broadened nonlinear media were also studied. To provide a better overview of the potential application of this phase of our research, dilute atomic vapors and semiconductor quantum dots were suggested as physical realization of such resonant media.

8.2 Future work

In this research, a comprehensive study of stochastic pulse propagation in resonant media has been carried out with the aid of analytical and numerical methods. However, it is reasonable to believe that an experimental implementation of the proposed simulations could support our investigations and is recommended as a future research step.

Exploring alternative stochastic pulse models for achieving a better simulation of particular laser pulses seems valuable as future work.
Appendix A

Simulation Codes for Simulating Propagation of Partially Coherent Self-similar Pulses in Resonant Linear Absorbers

%==========================================================================
%Pulses with the power-law distribution of modal weights:
%==========================================================================

%evaluating spectral degree of coherence, cross-spectral density and spectrum::
clear
clc
lambda=0.1; %0.3%10 %---Modal weight
zo=5; %3%0.1 %-- Spectral mode profile at the source
ww1=0; %--Dimensionless frequency variable
ww2=0;
zz1=0; %---Dimensionless space variable

for z1=0:1:0;
    zz1=zz1+1;
    ww1=0;
    for w11=-15:0.5:15;
        ww1=ww1+1;
        ww2=0;
        for w21=-15:0.5:15;
            ww2=ww2+1;
            cross=0;
            for n=0:50;
                pulse1=((zo/2)^n)*(1/((1+i*w11)^(n+1)))*... 
                        (exp(-0.5*(z1+zo)/(1+i*w11)));
                %--spectral pulse ...
                profile
```
pulse2 = ((zo/2)^n) * (1/((1-1i*w21)^(n+1))) * (exp(-0.5*(z1+zo)/(1-1i*w21)));

cross = cross + ((lambda^(2*n)) * (pulse1) * (pulse2));

%--evaluating cross-spectral density
end

spectrum1 = (1/(1-(0.25*(lambda^2)*(zo^2)) + w11^2)) * (exp(-(z1+zo)/(1+(w11^2))));

%--evaluating pulse spectrum

spectrum2 = (1/(1-(0.25*(lambda^2)*(zo^2)) + w21^2)) * (exp(-(z1+zo)/(1+(w21^2))));

mu(ww1,ww2) = abs(cross/((spectrum1)^0.5) * (spectrum2)^0.5));

%--evaluating spectral degree of coherence
end

end

end

w11 = -15:0.5:15;
w21 = -15:0.5:15;

figure(1)

mesh(w11,w21,mu) % plot spectral degree of coherence

title(' (a)');
xlabel('\Omega_1');
ylabel('\Omega_2');
zlabel('|\mu|');

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Evaluating pulse spectrum over z:
clear
clc

lambda = 0.3; % 0.1 10
zo = 3; % 5 0.1
zz1 = 0;
for z1 = 0:1:10;
    zz1 = zz1 + 1;
    ww1 = 0;
    for wi = -15:0.001:15;
ww1=ww1+1;
% H1=lambda*zo/(sqrt(1+(w1^2)));
spectrum(zz1,ww1) = (1/(1-(0.25*(lambda^2)*(zo^2)))+w1^2)...*(exp(-(z1+zo)/(1+(w1^2))));%--evaluating pulse spectrum
end
end
w1=-15:0.001:15;
Z1=1:5;

figure(2), %plot the pulse spectrum
mesh(Z1,w1,spectrum(1:5,:)',...
'MeshStyle', 'col','EdgeColor', 'black');
hidden off;
grid off;
hold on
title('(a)');
xlabel('Z');
ylabel('
Omega');
zlabel('Spectrum');

%==========================================================================
%Pulses with modal weight distributions decaying faster than power-law
%==========================================================================

%Evaluating spectral degree of coherence, spectrum and cross-spectral
%density::

clear
clc
lambda=0.9;%2
zo=15;%0.1
ww1=0;
ww2=0;
zz1=0;
for z1=0:1:0;
   zz1=zz1+1;
   ww1=0;
   for w11=-15:0.5:15;
w1=ww1+1;
w2=0;
for w21=-15:0.5:15;
ww2=ww2+1;
cross=0;
for n=0:100;
    pulse1=((zo/2)ˆn)*(1/((1+1i*w11)ˆ(n+1)))*...
    (exp(-0.5*(z1+zo)/(1+1i*w11)));
    pulse2=((zo/2)ˆn)*(1/((1-1i*w21)ˆ(n+1)))*...
    (exp(-0.5*(z1+zo)/(1-1i*w21)));
    cross= cross+((lambdaˆ(2*n))*(1/((factorial(n))ˆ2))*...
    (pulse1)*(pulse2));
end
H11=lambda*zo/(sqrt(1+(w11ˆ2)));
spectrum1=(1/(1+(w11)ˆ2))*(besseli(0,H11))*...
    (exp(-(z1+zo)/(1+(w11ˆ2))));
H21=lambda*zo/(sqrt(1+(w21ˆ2)));
spectrum2=(1/(1+(w21)ˆ2))*(besseli(0,H21))*...
    (exp(-(z1+zo)/(1+(w21ˆ2))));
mu(ww1,ww2)=abs(cross/(((spectrum1)ˆ0.5)*((spectrum2)ˆ0.5)));
end
end
w11=-15:0.5:15;
w21=-15:0.5:15;
figure(3)
mesh(w11,w21,mu) %--plot spectral degree of coherence
title('\(a\)');
xlabel('\(\Omega_1\)');
ylabel('\(\Omega_2\)');
zlabel('\(|\mu|\)');
% Evaluating pulse spectrum over Z:
clear
clc
lambda=0.9;%2
zo=15;%0.1
zz1=0;
for z1=0:1:10;
    zz1=zz1+1;
    ww1=0;
    for w1=-15:0.001:15;
        ww1=ww1+1;
        H1=lambda*zo/(sqrt(1+(w1^2)));
        spectrum(zz1,ww1)=(1/(1+(w1^2)))*(besseli(0,H1))*...
                          (exp(-(z1+zo)/(1+(w1^2))));
    end
end
w1=-15:0.001:15;
Z1=1:5;

figure(4), %plot the pulse spectrum
mesh(Z1,w1,spectrum(1:5,:)',...
     'MeshStyle', 'col','EdgeColor', 'black');
hidden off;
grid off;
hold on
title('(a)');
xlabel('Z');
ylabel('\Omega');
zlabel('Spectrum');
Appendix B

Numerical Codes for Simulating Propagation of Partially Coherent Pulses in Resonant Linear Absorbers and Amplifiers

```matlab
clear
tic
clc
T=0.5; %--pulse width
Teff=0.0995; %--effective pulse width (less coherent case)
coeff=-1; %--absorber coefficient
coeff=+1; %--amplifier coefficient
d=0.25; %--step size of the integral
s=47;
det=0.2; %--time step
tt1=-20; %--time margin
tt2=20;
zzz=5; %--space margin
nz=5;
nz=1;
tcc=0;
k=tt1:det:tt2; %--dimensionless time variable
k=length(k);
coh=zeros(k,k);%--mutual coherence function
I=zeros(k,1); %--pulse intensity
gamma=zeros(k,k); %--complex degree of coherence
```
z=0;

for zz=nnz:1:nz;
    z=z+1;
end
ml=0;
for t1=tt1:det:tt2;
    ml=ml+1;
    m2=0;
    for t2=tt1:det:tt2;
        m2=m2+1;
        d12=0;
        for i= -1*s:de:s-de;
            for j= -1*s:de:s-de;
                f1= i+0.5*de;
                f2= j+0.5*de;
                d12=d12+de^2*exp (-0.5*(Tp^2)*((f1- ... f2)^2)-0.125*(Teff^2)*((f1 + ... f2)^2)))*exp (coeff*0.5*zzz*((1/(1- 1i * ... f2))+(1/(1+ 1i + f1)))))*exp (1i*(f1*t 1-f 2*t2));
            end
        end
        coh(ml,m2,z)=d12; %--evaluating mutual coherence function
    end
end
end

ml=0;
for zz=nnz:1:nz;
    z=z+1;
end
I(m1,1,z)=coh(m1,m1,z); %--evaluating pulse intensity
end
end

z=0;
for zz=nnz:1:nz;

z=z+1;
m1=0;
m2=0;
for t1=tt1:det:tt2;
    m1=m1+1;
m2=0;
    for t2=tt1:det:tt2;
        m2=m2+1;
        gamma(m1,m2,z)=(coh(m1,m2,z))/(I(m1,1,z)*I(m2,1,z))ˆ0.5; ... 
        \%--evaluating complex degree of coherence 
    end 
end 
end 

t1=tt1:det:tt2;
t2=tt1:det:tt2;

figure(1) \%--plot complex degree of coherence 
surf(t1,t2,gamma(:,:,1))
title('(a)');
xlabel('T_2');
ylabel('T_1');
zlabel('|\gamma|');

figure(2) \%--plot pulse intensity over Z 
mesh(z,t1,I,...
    'MeshStyle', 'col','EdgeColor', 'black');
hidden off;
grid off;
title('(a)');
xlabel('Z');
ylabel('T');
zlabel('Pulse Intensity (a.u)');
Appendix C

Numerical Codes for Simulating Propagation of Fluctuating Pulses in Resonant Nonlinear Media

%==========================================================================
%partially coherent pulse propagation in resonant nonlinear medium
%==========================================================================
clear
clc
tic
%-----------------------
NN=0:40; %-- number of modes
tp=0.25; %-- pulse width
tc=1*tp; %-- coherence time (less coherent case)
%tc=10*tp; %-- coherence time (more coherent case)
%-----------------------
dt=0.025; %--time step
t=([-2:dt:25]'); %-- dimensionless time vector
nt=length(t);
%-----------------------
z=10;
nz=400;
dz=z/nz; %--space step size
zz=0:dz:z; %-- dimensionless space vector
nplot=10; %-- number of plots in Z
n1=round(nz/nplot);
%-----------------------
N=0:50;
H=hermit(t/(sqrt(2*d)),N); %--generating hermit function
%-----------------------
L=2000; %--number of random realizations
zv=(0:nplot)*(z/nplot);
%--initializing variables
Ut=zeros(length(t),length(zv));
Vt=zeros(length(t),length(zv));
Wt=zeros(length(t),length(zv));
Gt=zeros(length(t),length(t),length(zv));
omegan=zeros(length(t),length(NN));

%-- initial pulse coefficient
a=1/(2*fpˆ2); %-- modal weight coefficients
b=1/(2*fcˆ2);
da=sqrt(aˆ2+2*a*b);
phi=((2*pi*rand(L,length(NN)))-pi); %-- random phase generation

for jn=1:length(NN)
    n=NN(jn);

lambda=sqrt(pi/(a+b+d))*((b/(a+b+d))^n); %-- modal weight generation
a_big=0.75*10.0266; %-- initial pulse coefficient
teta= a_big* (inv(sqrt((2^n)*(factorial(n))))) * ((2*d/pi)^0.25 ... ) * H(:,jn) .* exp(- (t.ˆ2)/(4*d));
omegan(:,jn)=sqrt(lambda)*teta;
end

%-- Monte Carlo method
parfor jL=1:L
    jL
    omega0=zeros(length(t),1);
    omega;
    phi;
    for jN=1:length(NN) %-- generating the source pulse
        omega0=omega0+omegan(:,jN)*exp(1i*phi(jL,jN));
    end
    area_omega0=abs(sum(omega0)*dt); %-- pulse area at the source

    omega=zeros(length(t),length(zv)); %-- random pulse
    Gamma=zeros(length(t),length(t),length(zv)); %-- mutual coherence
sigma=zeros(length(t),length(zv)); %-- dipole moment variable
sigma1=zeros(length(t),length(zv));
w=zeros(length(t),length(zv)); %--inversion variable

%-- setting initial conditions
omega(:,1)=omega0;
Gamma(:,:,1)=omega0*(omega0');
sigma(1,:)=0;
w(1,:)=-1;

y1=bloch(omega(:,1),nt,dt);
sigma(:,1)=y1(:,1);
w(:,1)=y1(:,2);

%-- transmitting pulse realizations through resonant nonlinear media
for ii=1:nplot
    ii;
y2=maxwell(omega(:,ii),sigma(:,ii),dt,dz,n1);
   omega(:,ii+1)=y2(:,1);
sigma(:,ii+1)=y2(:,2);
w(:,ii+1)=y2(:,3);
sigma1(:,ii+1)=y2(:,4);
   Gamma(:,:,ii+1)=omega(:,ii+1)*(omega(:,ii+1)');
end

%-- generating an ensemble of realizations
Ut=Ut+real(sigma);
Vt=Vt+(-imag(sigma));
Wt=Wt+w;
Gt=Gt+Gamma;
%--performing ensemble averaging
G=(1/L)*Gt;
U=(1/L)*Ut;
V=(1/L)*Vt;
W=(1/L)*Wt;
I=zeros(length(t),length(zv));%-- pulse intensity
MU=zeros(length(t),length(t),length(zv)); %-- degree of coherence
for rz=1:length(zv)
    I(:,rz)=diag(G(:,:,rz));
    MU(:,:,rz)=abs(G(:,:,rz)./sqrt(I(:,rz).*I(:,rz)'));
end

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
area_I=zeros(1,length(zv));%--pulse area over Z
for rz=1:length(zv)
    area_I(rz)=sum(sqrt(I(:,rz))*dt);
end
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

figure(1) %-- plot the pulse intensity over Z
mesh(zv,t,I, ... 'MeshStyle', 'col', 'EdgeColor', 'black');
set(gca,'YDir','reverse');
hidden off;
title('(a)','fontsize',24)
xlabel ('Z','fontsize',20);
ylabel('T','fontsize',20)
zlabel ('I(Z,T)','fontsize',20)

figure(2) %-- plot the pulse area
plot(zv,area_I,'--k','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Z','fontsize',20);
ylabel('A(Z)','fontsize',20)
legend('t_c= t_p')
hold on
zzz=0:0.1:10;
ccc=2*pi*ones(1,length(zzz));
plot(zzz,ccc,'*r')

figure(3) %-- plot the complex degree of coherence
subplot(1,3,1),imagesc(t1,t1,MU(:,:,1))
title('(a)','fontsize',24)
% evaluating the Hermit function for each mode

function HH=hermit(t,N)

HH = zeros ( length(t), length(N) );

HH(:,1) = 1.0; %--for N=0
HH(:,2) = 2.0 *t; %--for N=1

for jh = 2 : (length(N)-1)
    HH(:,jh+1) = 2.0 *t.* HH(:,jh) - 2.0 *(jh-1) * HH(:,jh-1);
end

% Solving Bloch equations, See Ref[86]

function y=bloch(omega,nt,dt)

da=0.2; %-- step size of Delta
DELTA=-50:da:50; %-- detuning variable
sigma=zeros(size(omega));
w=zeros(size(omega));

average1=zeros(size(omega));
y=zeros(length(sigma),3);
gΔ=zeros(length(DELTA),1); %-- inhomogenous broadening function
sigmaΔ=zeros(length(sigma),length(DELTA));
InhomLngth=15;
sigma(1)=0;
w(1)=-1;
y(1,1)=sigma(1);
y(1,2)=w(1);
y(1,3)=sigma;

for m=1:length(DELTA)
    gΔ(m)=exp(-((DELTA(m).^2)/(2*(InhomLngth^2))));
end

for i=1:nt-1 %-- numerical Rung Kutta method
    k1=derivatives(omega(i),sigma(i),w(i),DELTA(m));
    sigma1=sigma(i)+dt*k1(1)/2;
    w1=w(i)+dt*k1(2)/2;
    k2=derivatives(omega(i),sigma(i),w(i),DELTA(m));
    sigma1=sigma(i)+dt*k2(1)/2;
    w1=w(i)+dt*k2(2)/2;
    k3=derivatives(omega(i),sigma(i),w(i),DELTA(m));
    sigma1=sigma(i)+dt*k3(1);
    w1=w(i)+dt*k3(2);
    k4=derivatives(omega(i),sigma(i),w(i),DELTA(m));
    nextstep=(dt*(k1+2*k2+2*k3+k4))/6;
    sigma(i+1)=sigma(i)+nextstep(1);
    w(i+1)=w(i)+nextstep(2);
end

sigmaΔ(:,m)=sigma;

%--averageing dipole moment over a distribution of detunings(Δ)
average1=average1+gΔ(m)*sigmaΔ(:,m)*Δ;
end

y(:,1)=average1;
y(:,2)=w;
y(:,3)=sigma;
function dy=derivatives(omega,sigma,w,DELTA)

dy(1)=-1i*DELTA*sigma-1i*omega*w;
dy(2)=real(omega)*imag(sigma)-imag(omega)*real(sigma);

function y=maxwell(omega,sigma,dt,dz,n1)

nt=length(omega);
r1=dz/1;

for iz=1:n1
    y=omega+1i*(r1*sigma);
    omega=y;
    y1=bloch(omega,nt,dt);
    sigma=y1(:,1);
    w=y1(:,2);
    sigma1=y1(:,3);
end

y(:,1)=omega;
y(:,2)=sigma;
y(:,3)=w;
y(:,4)=sigma1;
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